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ABSTRACT

The

Interaction Between Two Personality Types
and Intraorganizational Differences in
Structuredness and its Effect on Individual
Mobility, Satisfaction-Dissatisfaction, and
Perception of Structuredness

Laird W.

Mealiea,

A.B.,
Rutgers University
M.B.A., Rutgers University
Ph.D.,
University of Massachusetts
Directed by:
Dr. Frederic E. Finch

Background and Nature of the Research
The purpose of this

investigation was

to determine

whether two theories of behavior and the concept of intra¬
organizational differences

in structuredness

to predict individual differences

in

satisfaction-dissatisfaction,

(c)

mental structure.

and

(a)

could be used

mobility,

(b)

perception of depart¬

The two theories of behavior used were

the Machiavellian and

Internal-External theories of per¬

sonality.
The hypotheses
lowing assumption:
izational
possess

tested in this

because of the existence of

differences

in structuredness,

certain behavioral

intraorgan¬

individuals who

characteristics would be more

likely to perform effectively
highly unstructured,

study rest upon the fol¬

in departments

classified as

while individuals possessing the

re¬

verse behavioral characteristics would be more likely to
perform effectively
The degree of

in departments

classified as

structured.

congruency between an individual's personal-

Vll

ity and departmental

structure was

assumed to be a key

variable in producing individual differences
tion and perception of departmental
and I-E theories

in satisfac¬

structure.

The Mach

of personality were used because each

offered a means of measuring the degree to which individ¬
uals

possessed those behavioral

necessary

characteristics believed

to perform well in structured or unstructured

departments.
The major portion of data needed for this
obtained through
by 100

subjects

the use of

four questionnaires

This

completed

selected from one organization.

jects held supervisory positions
ates.

study was

data was

All

sub¬

and were college gradu¬

supplemented by

interviews with key

managers who were knowledgeable of organizational

charac¬

teristics.

Results;
(1)

Partial

support was obtained for the argument that em¬

ployees would move out of organizational units which were
in conflict with
variable was

their personality.

used,

high Machs were

cessful than low Machs

internals

found to be more suc¬

in moving out of departments

flict with their personality.
used the externals were

When the Machiavellian

When the

in con¬

I-E variable was

found to be more effective than the

in moving out of departments which were

flict with their personality.

in con¬

Vlll

(2)

In the area of individual

satisfaction-dissatisfaction

results produced only indirect support
that employee

for the argument

satisfaction would be highest when there ex¬

isted a state of congruency between personality and depart¬
mental

structure,

and lowest when there existed an incon-

gruent state between personality and departmental
In several

instances

structure.

the direct tie between satisfaction

and the degree of structuredness outweighed the effects of
conflict or harmony between an

individual's personality

and departmental structure.
(3)

Partial support was obtained for the prediction that

when a state of incongruency or conflict exists between an
individual's personality and departmental structure he
would be more sensitive to structural characteristics.
This prediction was
eight groups

supported directionally

tested,

in

and of these five cases

five of the

two were sta¬

tistically significant.
(4)

Results

indicated that Mach and I-E scores of subjects

were positively correlated.
although slight,
that subjects

was

significant.

This

correlation,

finding suggested

scoring high on the Mach scale would also

tend to score high on the
(5)

This positive

Direct support was

I-E sca^e.

obtained for the prediction that

there v/ould be a significant difference■ between perceived
structuredness

scores

given by individuals within a depart¬

ment and perceived structuredness

scores

given by individu-

IX

als external to that department.

Results were significant

for both structured and unstructured departments.

CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

In an attempt to understand human behavior,
ers have developed numerous
allow others
events
are

in

to more

theories which they hope will

effectively predict and/or control

the real world.

frequently

But because behavioral

theories
As

to

a means

the

three theories,

to

the generalizability of

real world.

of bridging this

between theory and reality,

gap which so often exists

this dissertation utilizes

two related to behavior and the the

to organizational structure,

making meaningful predictions
complex organization.

third

in an attempt to determine

whether such tentative propositions

was

theories

the product of laboratory experimentation,

there may exist some doubt as
these

research¬

can be employed in

about actual behavior in a

The purpose of the present study

therefore not the development of a set of decision

rules

to be applied to the real world,

tial step in measuring the

usefulness of

but rather an ini¬
two theories of

personality when attempting to predict behavior within an
organizational setting.
The hypotheses

tested in this

following three areas:

(a)

study center around the

individual mobility within the

organization,

and whether this variable is

sonality

and/or the degree of structuredness

type

related to per¬
found

2

within a particular department;
faction,

(b)

satisfaction-dissatis¬

and whether this variable is affected by the in¬

teraction between the degree of structuredness and per¬
sonality;

and

(c)

individual perception,

and whether indi¬

vidual differences in this variable are due to the inter¬
action between personality,

departmental structure,

and

satisfaction level.
Before proceeding,

it would be desirable to indicate

two propositions which are vital to the understanding of
what follows.

First,

it was assumed that an individual will tend

to perform more effectively in an environmental setting
which is in harmony with his personality or dominant be¬
havior.

Conversely,

effective performance will tend to be

hampered when an individual functions within an environ¬
mental setting which is in conflict with his personality
or dominant behavior.

Secondly,

it was assumed that the

degree of congruency or conflict between an individual's
personality and the environment plays a major role in de¬
termining whether he is satisfied or dissatisfied with his
surroundings.
If these propositions are to be applied to complex or¬
ganizations,

it would be necessary to first demonstrate

that there does in fact exist internal differences in or¬
ganizational environments.

Therefore,

Chapter II is de¬

voted to the presentation of theoretical and empirical sup¬
port for the argument that intraorganizational differences

in structuredness do exist within a complex organization.
For the purpose of this study,

a department was de¬

fined as highly structured if the following characteristics
were present:
ment is stable,

(a)
(b)

the environment external to that depart¬
there is a high reliance on rules,

there is rapid or instant feedback,

(d)

(c)

there is little or

no room for improvision on the part of departrsent neri-ers,
(e)

means to ends are unclear,

and

reliance on preplanned behavior.

(f)

there exists a hea’/y

Conversely, when the op¬

posite characteristics were found in a particular departrer.t
it was classified as highly unstructured.
In Chapter III attention is directed toward the firsr
personality variable considered in the present study, nhe
Machiavellian personality.

The importance of this chapner

is that it theoretically indicates significant differences
in the dominant behavior expressed by high and lew Xachs.
The high Mach is described as an individual who,
is an effective manipulator,

(b)

(a)

experiences increased

satisfaction when allowed to manipulate,

(c)

is effective

in dealing w’ith an ambiguous environment,

(d)

is an oppor¬

tunist,

(f)

initiates and

(e)

remains eiDOtionally detached,

controls more,

and

(g)

is highly goal oriented.

The lew

Mach is characterized as having the opposite behavior char¬
acteristics .
This behavioral breakdown, when tied to variations in

4

the degree of departmental structure, permitted the re¬
searcher to make logical predictions in the areas of indi¬
vidual mobility,

satisfaction-dissatisfaction,

tion of departmental structure.

and percep¬

These predictions were

based upon the belief that given their dominant behavior,
high Machs would perform more effectively when functioning
in unstructured rather than structured departments, while
low Machs would perform more effectively when functioning
in structured rather than unstructured departments.
Chapter IV is devoted to the discussion of the Inter¬
nal-External Personality.

The I-E theory of personality

was used because it offered an alternative method of mea¬
suring the degree to which individuals possess those be¬
havioral characteristics believed necessary to perform
effectively in structured or unstructured departments.
The internal is described as an individual who,

(a)

is alert to those aspects of his environment which may be
useful to him,

(b)

takes a more active role in attempting

to improve his environment,

(c)

places a high value on

achievement or skill reinforcement,
subtle attempts to influence him,
over his surroundings.

(d)

and

tends to resist

(e)

desires control

The external is characterized as

having the opposite behavioral characteristics.
These behavioral distinctions, when tied to variations
in the degree of departmental structure,

again permitted

the researcher to make logical predictions in the areas of

5

individual mobility,

satisfaction-dissatisfaction,

ception of departmental structure.

In this case,

and per¬
predic¬

tions were based upon the belief that given their dominant
behavior,

internals would perform more effectively when

functioning in unstructured rather than structured depart¬
ments, while externals would perform more effectively when
functioning in structured rather than unstructured depart¬
ments .
Chapter V presents the hypotheses and rationale which
appeared to be a logical extension of the theory and re¬
search presented in Chapters

II through IV.

The data used

to test these hypotheses is depicted and analyzed in Chap¬
ter VI.

The final chapter

(VII)

offers summary conclusions

and a discussion of research results.

CHAPTER

II

INTRAORGANIZATIONAL DIFFERENCES
THE DEGREE OF STRUCTUREDNESS

1.1

IN

Introduction
The purpose of this

tion that there exists,
iations

chapter is

to document the posi¬

within complex organizations,

in the degree of structuredness

internal units or departments.

number of continue which,
distinct environmental
tional personnel will

conditions
function.

Therefore,

ate goals,

in one area of

find a department or

(a high reliance on rules
as

represent

under which organiza¬

division that could be characterized as

ambiguous

stable,

highly

and procedures),

un¬

to exact methods of obtaining unit or corpor¬

and finally allowing little or no room for im-

provision or innovation on the part of personnel
ing within that area.
or division,

While in

function¬

a different department and/

within the same organization,

might find environment conditions
of the on'^s

it will

can be measured on a

when taken together,

the organization an observer might

structured

and stability of

More specifically,

be suggested that these differences

var¬

the observer

representing the opposite

just described.

The follov/ing discussion of relevant material will
proceed on two levels.
at that

First,

attention will be directed

literature which represents

theoretical support for

the proposition that there exists .intraorganizational

dif-

7

ferences

in structuredness.

Once this

discussion has been

completed attention will be directed toward empirical
ings which

1.2

find¬

lend further support to the above proposition.

Theoretical Support
As

a starting point in the discussion of theoretical

support

for the argument that intraorganizational differ¬

ences

in structuredness

exist,

attention will be directed
f

at a general model of organization espoused by Thompson.

2
His

theory

rests

ganizations

upon the

following assumptions:

(1)

or¬

are brought into existence for the purpose of

obtaining a particular goal or set of
upon the goal(s)

sought,

(3)

depending

located within specific depart¬

ments which are critical to the
and

(2)

the enterprise will heavily depend

upon certain technologies,

organization,

goals;

successful operation of the

management is

rational

in

that it

will seek to reduce uncertainty within these technical
cores

and as

a result seek to operate them as

a closed sys¬

tem.
With these three assumptions
that management develops
tional rationality,
system logic.

and follows

ganizational performance

he

is quick

Thompson argues

a type of organiza¬

a process which is

However,

entrenched in closed

to point out that or¬

cannot completely conform to such

a logic because of the continual
organization and its

in mind,

environment,

interaction between the
e.g.,

the organization's

8

input and output activities.
lieves

Nevertheless,

Thompson be¬

that the organization will attempt to

of rationality,

follow norms

thus hoping to construct an organizational

structure similar to that of a closed system.
At this point Thompson sets
sitions

rational management will follow in an attempt to

bury its

core department(s).

be protecting them,
ternal

forth a number of propo¬

By so doing,

as much as

possible,

management will

from a dynamic ex¬

environment.

First,

"under norms of rationality,

to buffer environmental

organizations

seek

influences by surrounding their
3

technical cores with input and output components."
buffering on the input side could take the

This

form of stock¬

piling of critical resources which must be acquired in an
irregular external market.

In addition the organization

could undertake a comprehensive program of preventive main¬
tenance which would guard against surprise break downs.
Buffering on the output side could take
product inventories which are
iorate,

allowed to build up or deter¬

depending upon external

Such action,

the form of finished

fluctuations

on the part of the organization,

ity and certainty into the
Similarly,

"under norms

of

rationality,

is directed at stabilizing actual

external environment.

builds

stabil¬

core area.

seek to smooth output-input transactions."
sis

in demand.

For example,

4

organizations
Here the empha¬

fluctuations

"utility

firms

in the
....

may

9

offer inducements

to those who use

'trough'

or charge premiums

ute to

periods,

'peaking'.

sonal or other
ments

their services
to

those who contrib¬

Retailing organizations

fluctuations

in demand,

during

faced with sea¬

may offer induce¬

in the form of special promotions or sales

during

5
slow periods."

Smoothing or leveling may

plished through

also be accom¬

scheduling techniques.

Thompson and McEwen

also believe that effective

in¬

teraction with the environment can be obtained through the
use of co-optation,

"a process of absorbing new elements

into the

leadership or policy determination structure as

means of

averting

threats

to

its

(organization's)

a

stability

7
or existence."

These

certain conditions

two authors

further argue that under

organizations will enter into coalitions

with other organizations

in an effort to stabilize

and in¬

sure the supply of a desired resource or guarantee a ready
market
al

for its product(s).

Finally,

agreement with external units will

any type of contractu¬
function as

a mechan¬

ism through which management can remove uncertainty
the short-run operations
Thompson
ity,

of their

also indicates

organizations

seek

that

from

core departments.
"under norms

to anticinate and adapt

or rational¬
to environ-

0
mental

changes which cannot be buffered or

important variable,

in this

terprise to effectively
and to plan

case,

is

the

leveled."

ability of the en¬

forecast environmental

for such contingencies.

The

fluctuations

Such contingencies.

10

when they can be anticipated,
on

the technical
Relevant to

may be

treated as

constraints

core.
this

last proposition

is

the concept of
9

uncertainty absorption developed by March and Simon.
/
certainty absorption takes place when inferences
from a body of evidence
evidence
this

itself,

process

as

are

and the

inferences,

communicated."^^

a means of

"Un-

are drawn

instead of the

March and Simon see

developing uniform information

to be utilized by different departments within the organi¬
zation.

This

they believe will

insure a certain degree of

uniformity and/or coordination between these units.

Thus,

they argue:
In business organizations, expected sales are
relevant to decisions in many parts of the or¬
ganization:
purchasing decisions, production
decisions, investment decisions, and others.
But if each organizational unit were permitted
to make its own forecasts of sales, there might
be a wide range of such estimates with conse¬
quent inconsistencies among the decisions made
by different departments — the purchasing de¬
partment, for example, buying raw materials
that the production department does not expect
to process.
It may be important in cases of
this kind to make an official forecast and to
use this official forecast as . the basis of
action.
The
data or

important point is

that

those units

forecasts will be absorbing uncertainty

in the external environment so as
other units

technical

leveling

core

and

found with¬

to protect and buffer

found within the organizational

"When buffering,
tect the

developing the

structure.

forecasting do not pro¬

from environmental

fluctuations.

11

organizations

under norms

of rationality resort to ration-

1 p
ing."

At this

point the organization establishes

tem of priorities

for the utilization of

facilities

a sys¬
under

adverse conditions.
Thompson believes
the organization is
environment,

that by undertaking the above steps

seeking to produce certainty within its

a condition which suggests one end of a set of

continua whose other extremity may be represented by an am¬
biguous-uncertain
theory we

condition.

Thus,

according

to Thompson's

find the complex organization attempting to bury

or isolate

its

technical core.

ization is

establishing what Thompson refers

spanning units,

or departments,

be to buffer or level

But by so doing the organ¬
to as boundary-

whose responsibility will

environmental

fluctuations.

therefore be the boundary-spanning unit's

It will

function to ad¬

just to constraints

and contingencies not controlled by the

organization and as

a result these units will be performing

under open system logic.
March and Simon
in less

detail,

13

in an earlier discussion presented,

arguments

similar to the ones

just covered.

In a discussion of work division March and Simon argue

that

specialization would produce increased pressure on the co¬
ordinating activities of
effectiveness
gue,

the organization

of the coordinating effort,

in question.
they

The

further ar¬

will be greatly reduced when environmental conditions

are unstable.

March and Simon go on to predict

that

organ-

12

izations,

in order to permit a greater degree of process

specialization,

will devise means

for increasing stability

14

and predictability of the environment."
March and Simon make
niques

as

a number of alternatives

seeking to stabilize

b)

a)

following tech¬

open to management when

the environment

al units must function:
ies,

reference to the

in which organization¬

utilization of buffer inventor¬

reliance on established scheduling procedures,

c)

introduction of standard or interchangeable parts,

d)

creasing skill

the re—

level of employees,

and finally,

finement or homoginization of inputs.

15

Carrying the above reasoning further
of Thompson),

it

is

argued that

exist between core units
the

the

e)

in¬

(especially that

following differences

and boundary-spanning units.

(In

following discussion boundary-spanning units will be

referred to as
ambiguous

peripheral

(uncertain)

-

units.)

unambiguous

First,

(certain)

core units when effectively buried or
organizational

structure,

a closed system logic,
continuum.
units

as

The

they

open system logic.
side of

links with

and as

As

the

isolated within the
under

fall on the right side of the

reverse would be true

external environment,

of

continuum,

and therefore functioning

will

represent

in terms

such,

a result

for the peripheral

a dynamic and changing
function

they would

in
fall

terms of
on

the

an
left

the continuum.

Furthermore,

since

core units

tend to reflect

closed

13

system logic and peripheral units tend to reflect open sys¬
tem logic,

core units should demonstrate a much greater de¬

gree of structuredness or stability, while peripheral units
should be much more loosely structured or unstable.
would also imply that,

in the case of core units,

This

role be¬

havior of participants would tend to be predefined, while
in the case of peripheral units,

exact responsibilities

would not be as clearly defined.
Finally,

if the above arguments are reasonable it would

logically follow that the individuals perfoming in core
units have far less opportunity to improvise or to use any
significant degree of discretion,
a stable,

i.e.,

the individual faces

predefined environment in which rules tend to be

the guiding force.

Conversely,

individuals functioning with¬

in peripheral units have the greatest opportunity to impro¬
vise or to utilize self discretion,

i.e.,

tive to individuals in the core area,

they face, rela¬

an unstable,

undefined

environment with pre-established rules playing a minor role
in the determination of their behavior.
At this point attention will be directed toward sever¬
al theorists who, when considering differences in underly¬
ing variables found within the environment

(either internal

or external to the organization), hypothesized that differ¬
ences in the degree of unit,
ture

would

department,

or organizational struc¬

be simultaneously observed.

individual is Litwak
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The first such

who demonstrates an awareness of
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possible intraorganizational differences in structuredness
when he discussed types of organizational designs which per¬
mit conflict.
e.,

He contends that certain component parts,

i.

departmental units, may be held responsible for tasks

which are uniform and recurring, while other departments
within the same organization will deal with tasks which are
non-uniform or unique in the sense that they will not be ex¬
perienced again.
Litwak further argues that in those situations where
events are not uniform and recurring it would be both unwise
and less efficient to establish general rules or policies.
Similarly, when irregularity reigns there should be less
specialization found within that particular unit.
reasons as follows:

Litwak

"when there are many problem areas and

when they change rapidly,

the demand for specialization may

lead to premature organizational closure and great inflexi¬
bility

....

Conversely,

it can be argued that in those situations

where events are in fact uniform and recurring it would be
both efficient and desirable to establish general rules or
policies.

At the same time the presence of such underlying

stability would allow for extensive use of specialization.
The relevance of this type of reasoning is that when
the above guides

to organizing are followed there will ex¬

ist intraorganizational differences in structuredness.

The

degree of difference will depend upon the extent to which
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the underlying variables differ.
Litwak also indicates departmental differences in
terms of the degree to which there is a need for tradi¬
tional skills

(knowledge of engineering,

chemistry,

and

economics — mechanical expertise should also be included)
rather than social skills
others,
others).

(the ability to communicate with

to motivate others, or deal effectively with
With these distinctions presented Litwak argues

that characteristics of a pure Weberian bureaucratic struc¬
ture are likely to be more effective under those conditions
where traditional skill play an important role and less
effectively where conditions require extensive use of so¬
cial skills.

This again implies that there will exist in-

traorganizational differences in departmental structure.
Burns and Stalker

18

suggest that there does exist,

within complex organizations,

the potential for intraor-

ganizational differences in structuredness.

In their at¬

tempt to classify two types of management systems they des¬
cribe two polar extremities of structural characteristics
which may exist at any given moment of time,
once again,
gue that

upon underlying conditions.

"both types

ment systems)

These authors ar¬

(making reference to the two manage¬

represent a

in that they may both

depending,

'rational'

form of organization,

..be.explicitly and deliber¬

ately created and maintained to exploit the human resources
of a concern in the most efficient manner feasible in the
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circumstances of the concern."
The two types of management systems Burns and Stalker
depict are the

"Mechanistic" and the

"Organic".

Stalker argue that given stable conditions
novelty,

few unforeseen problems,

(little or no

and the presence of pre¬

planned automatic responses built into,
hierarchic structure)

Burns and

and defined by,

a

the mechanistic management system is

the appropriate one to incorporate into the organizational
setting.

Conversely,

if the conditions are changing

(con¬

tinual appearance of novel problems as well as the lack of
automatic responses capable of overcoming such problems)
the organic form of management would be appropriate and
should therefore be incorporated into the organizational
setting.
What is important to the present discussion is the
characteristics associated with each type of management
system.

It would therefore be desirable to describe those

elements Burns and Stalker utilize to characterize each sys¬
tem.

They describe the mechanistic management system as

having the following elements:

(an asterisk indicates a

characteristic which is of primary importance to the pres¬
ent discussion — the remaining items, while relevant,
of lesser importance)
* a)

The specialized differentiation of functional
tasks into which problems and tasks facing
the concern as a whole are broken down.

are
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b)

The abstract nature of each individual task,
which is pursued with techniques and purposes
more or less distinct from those of the con¬
cern as a whole; i.e., the functionaries tend
to pursue the technical improvement of means,
rather than the accomplishment of the ends of
the concern.

c)

The reconciliation, for each level in the hier¬
archy, of these distinct performances by the
immediate superiors, who are also, in turn,
responsible for seeing that each is relevant
in his own special part of the main task.

* d)

The precise definition of rights and obliga¬
tions and technical methods attached to each
functional role.

* e)

The translation of rights and obligations and
technical methods attached to each functional
role.

* f)

Hierarchic structure of control,
communication.

* g)

A reinforcement of the hierarchic structure
by the location of knowledge of actualities
exclusively at the top of the hierarchy, where
the final reconciliation of distinct tasks and
assessment of relevance is made.

h)

authority and

A tendency for interaction between members of
the concern to be vertical, i.e., between
superior and subordinate.

* i)

A tendency for operations and working behavior
to be governed by the instructions and deci¬
sions issued by superiors.

* j)

Insistence on loyalty to the concern and obe¬
dience to superiors as a condition of member¬
ship.

k)

A greater importance and prestige attaching to
internal (local) than to general (cosmopolitan)
knowledge, experience, and skill.

Burns and Stalker describe the organic management sys
tern as having the following characteristics:

(Again an
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asterisk will be utilized to indicate those characteristics
which are of primary importance to the present discussion.)
a)

The contributive nature of special knowledge
and experience to the common task of the con¬
cern.

* b)

The "realistic" nature of the individual task,
which is seen as set by the total situation of
the concern.

* c)

The adjustment and continual re-definition of
individual tasks through interaction with
others.

* d)

The shedding of "responsibility" as a limited
field of rights, obligations and methods (prob¬
lems may not be posted upwards, downwards or
sideways as being someone else's responsibility).

e)

The spread of commitment to the concern beyond
any technical definition.

f)

A network structure of control, authority, and
communication.
The sanctions which apply to
the individual's conduct in his working role
derive more from presumed community of interest
with the rest of the working organization in
the survival and growth of the firm, and less
from a contractual relationship between himself
and a non-personal corporation, represented for
him by an immediate superior.

* g)

Omniscience no longer inputed to the head of the
concern; knowledge about the technical or commer¬
cial nature of the here and now task may be lo¬
cated anywhere in the network; this location be¬
coming the ad hoc centre of control authority
and communication.

* h)

A lateral rather than a vertical direction of
communication through t^e organization, communi¬
cation between people of different rank, also,
resembling consultation rather than command.

* i)

A content of communication which consists of in¬
formation and advice rather than instructions
and decisions.
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j)

Commitment to the concern's tasks and to the
"technological ethos" of material progress
and expansion is more highly valued than loyal¬
ty and obedience.

k)

Importance and prestige attach to affiliations
and expertise valid in the industrial and tech¬
nical and commercial milieu external to the
firm.

After considering the above characteristics, especially
those preceded by an asterisk,

it can be argued that each

system represents a distinct atmosphere or environment under
which an individual must function.

More specifically,

mechanistic system would be classified as a stable,

the

certain,

and structured environment, while the organic system would
be classified as unstable,
tured.

Finally,

uncertain,

and rather unstruc¬

the following statement made by Burns and

Stalker lends direct support to the proposition being de¬
veloped in this chapter,

"A concern may

(and frequently does)

operate with a management system which includes both types
(mechanistic and organic)."
Blau and Orum,

23

22

have indicated a number of underlying

factors which might motivate organizations to establish
official written rules and procedures as a mean of govern¬
ing behavior.

In this way these two authors hoped to ob¬

tain a clearer understanding of why certain organizations
become more bureaucratized than others.
Blau and Orum envision six conditions as relevant in
determining whether there will be a significant reliance
upon formal rules and/or procedures.

These conditions are:
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size,

interdependency,

archy,
ism.

division of labor, multilevel hier¬

objective criteria of performance,

and professional¬

(The authors based their rationale on already avail¬

able information as well as impressionistic judgements no empirical observations were carried out.)
Both authors contend that there will be a greater re¬
liance upon formal rules and procedures when a)
the organization increases, b)

the size of

there is a significant de¬

gree of interdependence of tasks involved,
high degree of division of labor,

and d)

extensive hierarchical structure present.

c)

there is a

where there is an
Blau and Orum

further argue that not only are these four variables posi¬
tively related to the utilization of formal rules and pro¬
cedures, but they are also positively related to one an¬
other.

Finally,

beled the

the effects of these four variables

(la¬

"structural complexity syndrome" by the authors)

are cumulative by nature.
The relationship between professionalism,

objective

performance criteria and the establishment of formal rules
and procedures is more intricate than those associated with
the structural complexity syndrome.
two variables Blau and Orum state,

With respect to these
"The absence of objec¬

tive criteria of performance leads to formal rules only in
small organizations and not in large ones, where such rules
prevail regardless of the nature of performance standards."
In the case of professionalism the authors state that

"pro-
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fessionalization enhances the likelihood that extensive
rules have been instituted in small bureaucracies, but it
does not do so in large ones."
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However, Blau and Orum argue that these relationships
are more complex than the above statements would indicate.
For example,

professionalization does not affect the rate

at which formal rules and procedures are established unless
performance can be evaluated.

At the same time,

the ab¬

sence or presence of an effective means of evaluation of
performance functions independently of the degree of pro¬
fessionalization.

Furthermore,

in large organizations the

presence of professionalization will dampen managements
desire to introduce formal rules and procedures as a means
of controlling behavior.

In fact, professionalism in large

organizations often causes management to move in the oppo¬
site direction.

A last complicating factor is that of

hierarchical structure.
and Orum,

This variable,

according to Blau

tends to suppress the influence of professional¬

ism.
Given the above arguments,

it appears that Blau and

Or\im realize that there will exist differences

in the de¬

gree of bureaucratization between organizations,
upon the conditions they face.
Macro point of view,

However,

depending

their's is a

and as such does riot directly support

the proposition being presented in this chapter.

Neverthe¬

less, because the present study is dealing with complex or-
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ganizations,

the same

ing at a Macro
level.

As

level

forces

Blau and Drum envisioned work¬

should also be operating at a Micro

a result,

one would expect to find not only in-

terorganizational differences
zation but also

underlying variables

Burns

First,

and Stalker,

ternally

can look at the Micro

level

for

is not without precedence within the
recall the discussion of Litwak,

as

examples

of theorists who

and

looked in¬

for factors which may be the cause of internal

differences

in structure.

There also exists
similarly lends
factors,

degree of bureaucrati¬

intraorganizational differences.

The argument that one

literature.

in the

e.g.,

differences

another body of literature which

support to the consideration of underlying
those theorists who have sought to explain

in actual span of management in terms of under¬

lying variables.

Span of management is

considered as

a

relevant topic in that a narrow span would most certainly
represent

a structured environment while

represent a

lose or ambiguous

In this
danger,
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area we

Stieglitz,

a number of underlying

Bell,

2*^

are:

and Udell,

as
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Barnard,

26

who considered

factors which may interact within

the organization to determine
employed.

environment.

find such theorists

28

a wide span would

the

actual span of management

Some of the more common'variables

geographic continuity,

considered

degree of interaction demanded,

effectiveness of the communication system utilized,

and
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actual skill level of personnel.
The relevant point is that the degree of intraorganizational differences in structuredness will depend upon the
degree of difference found to exist between underlying var¬
iables operating in one area of the organization,

relative

to those operating within another area.
Before leaving this section on theoretical support a
brief mention should be made of Lorsch.
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In describing

the problem.s of differentiation and intergration in large
complex organizations he implies that there will exist dif¬
ferences in structure due to external difference in the en¬
vironment.
Although Lorsch argues that these differences will
appear on two levels,
structural.

the level of interest to us is the

He believes that each subunit will organize

around a specific task so as to deal effectively with a
segment of the external environment.

Furthermore,

the ac¬

tual organizational structure employed will depend upon
the task found within the particular subunit.
states

"....

Lorsch

different organizational structures may emerge

within each subsystem in relation to their different tasks.
These different structures will influence norms and behavior within each unit."
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To support his position Lorsch is

quick to make reference to Woodward

33

who is well known for

her position that the task performed will determine the
structure employed.
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A more detailed discussion of either Lorsch or Woodward
will not be pursued further as this would preempt the dis¬
cussion of empirical support covered in the next section.
Let it suffice to say that one should expect to find inter¬
nal differences in structure due to difference in the ex¬
ternal environment each unit or area comes in contact with.

1.3

Empirical Support
The material presented in this section will be drawn

from surveys and/or studies undertaken within complex or¬
ganizations, with their results supporting the proposition
that there exists intraorganizational differences in struc¬
turedness.
Hall,

34

in a study of ten complex organizations, at¬

tempted to measure the degree to which different organiza¬
tional units varied in terms of bureaucratization.
means of comparison.

As a

Hall employed six dimensions which

are often associated with bureaucracy,
defined hierarchy of authority,

(2)

i.e.,

"(1)

a well

a division of labor

based upon functional specialization,

(3)

a system of rules

covering the rights and duties of positional incumbants,
(4)

a system of procedures

for dealing with work situations,

(5)

impersonality of interpersonal relations,

and

(6)

se¬

lection for employment and promotion based upon technical
j_
II35
competence.
The relevant connection between this study and the
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proposition that

there exists

degree of structuredness,

is

internal differences

in the

that departments which

tend

toward a pure Weberian bureaucratic structure are more
likely to be classified as
ambiguous,

having less

stable,

highly structured,

interpersonal

affect,, and allow

little or no room for improvision or innovation.
units

un¬

Whereas,

or departments which are not characterized by a pure

Weberian structure would tend to be characterized as having
the reverse environmental
Utilizing

conditions.

the above six dimensions

parison Hall set out to test the

as

a means of com¬

following hypothesis,

ganizational divisions or departments

that specialize in

tasks that are non-uniform or difficult to routinize
calls

this

classification Type

II)

than those departments

specializing

in more uniform or routinizable tasks

fied as

I)."^^

archical
As
that on

in

levels.
for results.

Hall

three dimensions,

specifications,

found in the horizontal direction
divisio.i of

labor,

defined hier¬

and the presence of external procedural

units

less bureaucratic

test).

found in a horizontal direc¬

a vertical direction when comparing hier¬

archy of authority,

ly

(classi¬

Hall similarly hypothesized that these

(jiff02rences would not only be
tion but also

(Hall

will be significantly

less bureaucratic in all dimensions

Type

"or¬

classified as
(p ^

*05

Type

II were significant

— using a nonparametric U

While on the dimensions

relevant to

rules,

imper-
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sonality,

and technical qualifications, the differences

between Type I and Type II departments were not significant
(although for rules and impersonality the results were in
the predicted direction).

In the vertical direction Type

I departments were found to be significantly more bureau¬
cratic on four dimensions, hierarchy of authority
division of labor
personality

(p £ .01),

(p £ .05).

procedures

(p £ .01),

(p £ .05),

and im¬

No significant differences were ob¬

tained on the rule or technical qualification dimensions.
Based on these results Hall's contention is

"that

there are significant differences in the degree of bureau¬
cratization among internal structural segments of the organization."
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What is also relevant to the present dis¬

cussion is Hall's belief that these variations would have
a "concomitant effect on other organizational phenomena
such as participant's behavior,
taining endeavors,
ment

..."

38

effectiveness of goal-at¬

and relations with the external environ-

^—
|rt would not be illogical to continue this line

/

of reasoning by stating that personality differences would
mediate the affect of interdepartmental structural varia¬
tions on behavior and performance.

This again implies that

individuals possessing certain characteristics will have
the potential of performing better under one set of condi¬
tions, while other individuals possessing different char¬
acteristics will be miore likely to perform effectively under
an opposite set of conditions.
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Further support of the position being developed in
this section can be found in a field study undertaken by
Lawrence and Lorsch

39

sign and consequence.

in the area of organizational de¬
Of the hypotheses tested by the

authors only one is of importance to the present discus¬
sion.

That is,

subenvironment,
subsystem."
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"the greater the certainty of the relevant
the more formalized the structure of the
The six organizations employed in the study

were all in the chemical processing industry, which when
taken as a whole is characterized by rapid technological
change and product modification and innovation.

The total

environment was subdivided into three subenvironments:
market subenvironment,

the scientific subenvironment,

the technical-economic siobenvironment.
environments was rated in terms of

(a)

the
and

Each of these sub¬
rate of change,

(b)

certainty of information about environmental conditions,
and

(c)

time span of definite feedback

(ratings were from

1 — leasij certain or stable to 3 — most certain or stable)
and the combined total for each subenvironment was an esti¬
mate of relative certainty for each.

As it turned out the

science subenvironment was the least certain
3.5)

(a score of

and the technical-economic was the m.ost certain

(a

combined score of 9).
The authors reasoned that the structure of each of the
basic subsystems within the organization
search, Applied Research,

Sales,

(Fundamental Re¬

and Production)

would be
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dependent upon the specific requirements and/or conditions
of the relevant subenvironment, with the most important
variable being certainty.
as follows:

The actual relationships were

research tied to science,

conditions,

sales tied to market

and production tied to technical-economic.

The

measurement of structuredness was in terms of seven condi¬
tions,

i.e.,

span of control,

use of rules,

review of department's performance,
on a four point scale

time span of

etc., with each varied

(one representing low structure and

four representing a high state of structure).

Therefore,

the possible range of structuredness scores for each sub¬
system would be from 4 to 28.

(See Table 2-1)

As can be seen from the actual results
hypothesis was supported.

As the uncertainty of the rele¬

vant subenvironment decreased,
nical-economic,

the author's

i.e.,

from science to tech¬

the strcuturedness of the department in¬

creased — from fundamental research to production.

These

results similarly support the proposition being developed
in this chapter,

namely that within organizations depart¬

ments v/ill be differentiable in terms of structuredness.
A study by Heller and Yuri
of 203 senior managers,

involving self reports

first and second line supervisors

as well as student leaders,
argument.
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lends support to the present

One particular area of the study dealt with

functional specialization and its relationship to the type
of decision making employed.

The .relevant conclusions were:
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TABLE 2-1
SUBSYSTEM STRUCTURE SCORES RANKED
FROM LOW TO HIGH*
Organization
System

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

Fundamental
Research

(8)1

(13)1.5

(12)1

(8)1

(16)1.5

(8)1

Applied
Research

(16)2.5

(13)1.5

(13)2

(16)2

(16)1.5

(15)2

Sales

(16)2.5

(17)3

(17)3

(18) 3

(19)3

(16)3.5

Production

(18)4

(22)4

(21)4

(20)4

(23)4

(16)3.5

♦Number in parentheses are structured
scores:
low scores indicate low struc¬
ture; high scores indicate high struc¬
ture — other numbers are rank order.

Source:

P.R. Lawrence and J.W. Lorsch, "Differen¬
tial and Intergration in Complex Organi¬
zations," Administrative Science Quarter¬
ly , Vol. 12, 1967-68, page 18.

The sample senior managers could be divided into
six managerial functions:
production finance,
sales, purchasing, personnel, and nonspecialized
'general' management. The six functions ap¬
pear to form three clusters.
Production and fi¬
nance managers tended to use centralized deci¬
sion styles, whereas nonspecialized general man¬
agers and personnel managers tended to be the
most permissive.
Managers of purchasing and
sales units occupied an intermediate position on
the influence continuum.
An analysis of the
variance indicated that the mean decision-cen¬
tralization scores for these three clusters of
managers were significantly different (F=3.84;
p_<.05).
The difference in decision styles are
most likely related to the nature of the task
performed by the managers.... The degrees of
freedom available to managers in the tasks per¬
formed in the finance and production departments
are probably fewer than in the case of the rela-
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tively unprogrammed jobs in the personnel and
general management fields.42

These results clearly support the proposition that
there exists intraorganizational differences in structured¬
ness.

In addition,

the results'reinforce the arguments

presented by Lawrence and Lorsch.
Up to this point both theoretical and empirical sources
have been used to suggest conditions which produce intraor¬
ganizational differences in structuredness,

i.e., manage¬

ment's desire to reduce uncertainty by burying core activi¬
ties, pressures produced by underlying variables in the in¬
ternal environment of the organization,

as well as internal

responses to external environment conditions..

The results

of the next study suggest the presence of an altogether
different approach in understanding the occurrence of in¬
ternal differences in structure and/or environment.
specifically,

More

the study indicates that such differences may

be the result of personality differences of key top admin¬
istrators .
Mullen^^ in undertaking this particular research pro¬
ject did not set out to document internal differences in
structure;

nor did he initially eiivision the interaction

between the personality of divisional heads and their sub¬
ordinates as a critical factor in determining differences
in internal structure.

Instead,

the study was carried out

for the purpose of better explaining the presence of con-
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tradicting evidence brought out by research in the area of
leadership style
ed)

(employee centered vs.

production center¬

and performance.
Mullen, while consulting for a large insurance firm,

found within the same regional office three divisions with
distinct styles of leadership.

It would be beneficial to

describe each type in Mullen's own words and thereby clear¬
ly indicate that each represents a distinct environment or
organizational setting.

They were characterized as follows:

Division Manager A was recognized by everyone as
permissive and easy going.
He tended to be employeecentered, identified more easily with his subordin¬
ates than with his superiors, and generated great
loyalty among his subordinates.
He often interpreted
company policies and regulations liberally and liked
to believe he could accomplish things more easily by
cutting through red tape.
He tried to accommodate
his employees' needs and goals, even to the point of
occasionally overlooking violations of company rules
and procedures when he felt there was sufficient jus¬
tification .
Division Manager B could be characterized as a re¬
cessive leader.
He tended to withdraw from active,
explicit leadership.
He was less articulate than
either of the other leaders, possibly because he
had less formal education.
He had an excellent
knowledge of job content and procedures and was well
organized in all the detailed aspects of performance.
But he seldom made suggestions in meetings with his
peers and superiors or initiated changes within his
own division.
Division Manager C was a hard-driving, authoritari¬
an leader.
He was something of a perfectionist,
tending to enforce company policies and regulations
rigorously.
He supervised his subordinates rather
closely and was explicit in his identification with
the goals of his superiors.
He was highly articu¬
late in meetings with peers and superiors, and demon¬
strated a great deal of self-confidence and optim¬
ism.
He made frequent changes within his organiza¬
tion, held frequent meetings, and issued many memos
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to his subordinates.
In general he gave the im¬
pression of knowing what he was doing and where
he was going.
He was happy to have subordinates
'on his team' , but would brook no opposition from
those with differing opinions.

However, when he considered performance levels
each division he found them to be comparable.

for

This appar¬

ent inconsistency was further complicated by the fact that
there were no differences in other key variables to account
for this comparability in output,
structure
tem,

(4 levels,

reward system,

i.e.,

150 employees)

size,

organizational

technology,

control sys¬

as well as physical surroundings.

It must be pointed out however,

that the permissive

employee-centered leader's department experienced the high¬
est level of satisfaction,

and had the largest percentage

of subordinates giving a favorable reaction to the division
head.

(75% completely favorable,

and 5% unfavorable).
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20% some qualifications,

Nevertheless, when the researcher

considered the authoritarian leader's department there was
still a considerable number of satisfied employees who re¬
acted favorably toward the division head
favorable,

50% some qualification,

(30% completely

and 20% unfavorable).

After a more detailed analysis of the data,
over the three year period covered by the study,
iable presented itself to the researcher.
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compiled
a new var¬

This was the

fact that there was a tendency for "subordinates to gravi¬
tate toward division managers whose attitudes and philosophies of management they shared."
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It further became ap-
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parent that

there was

a reciprocal

tendency

for

"managers

to recruit from other divisions within the office or
outside sources personality
their views."
within these
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types whom they

The result of these two

from

felt shared

forces operating

three divisions produced a high degree of per¬

sonality polarization.
To test the hypothesis

that such polarization was

taking place,

Mullan compiled a

(with respect

to age,

length of service,

tude toward security vs.
as

to

ates.
sions

leadership style)

promotion,

education,

atti¬

as well as preference

for division heads

If such polarization was
data

"Compatibility Profile"

and subordin¬

operating within these divi¬

should indicate a distinct movement out of di¬

visions where subordinate personality profiles were incom¬
patible with

the divisional head's profile.

there was no incongruency,

Further,

where

one should find little or no

movement out of the division.
Results:
At the beginning of the period there were only
four compatibles among Manager A's principal man¬
agerial subordinates.
At the end there were
seven.
In Manager B's division there were six
compatibles.At the end there were seven.
Over the period of the study, three compatibles
had transferred to A's division.three had
transferred into B's division.and in C's di¬
vision, one had transferred from A's division.
Manager C, however, recruited five compatibles
from outside the office, while A and B each ac¬
quired only one from this source.
During the
three years, there were some subordinates who
left the office, either transferring to other
offices within the company or taking jobs with
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other companies.
No subordinates who experienced
compatible leadership transferred out of their
division during the three year period.

This

last

study
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FIGURE

2-1

Structural Continua Used
To Measure Intraorganizational
Differences In Structuredness

1) Stable External^
Environment

» Unstable External
Environment

2) Unambiguous

^ Ambiguous

To

Means^

Ends

To

3) Little Or No Room
For Improvision

4) High

Degree

Of

^

Pre-

Planned Behavior

5) High Reliance
Rules

6)

On

Rapid Or Instant-^
Feedback

<:

Means

Ends

Significant Room
For Improvision

-=-> Little

Evidence

of

Preplanned Behavior

^ Little or No Reli¬
ance on Rules

■> Feedback

Only After

Considerable

Delay
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with which he has

considerable contact.

Therefore,

the

term may refer to either an area within the organization
but outside the

department,

or to areas outside the organ¬

ization itself.
The primary reason
environment variable is
the type of

for the inclusion of the external
that,

when attempting to understand

environment an employee

to consider both

faces,

it is necessary

internal and external events.

To consider

one without the other will only produce

an incomplete pic¬

ture.

fact that

This

reasoning is based upon the

which suggests
ternal

that internal structure is

conditions

fails

research

affected by ex¬

to demonstrate the degree to which

the two are related.
Further complicating

the affect an external environ¬

ment might have on internal structure are
iables within

the department itself.

task performed within

Such factors

the department,

personality of the department head,

intervening var¬
as

the

corporate policy,

and the

level of skill

and training achieved by department members may disrupt any
relationship that might exist between conditions

external

to the department and the degree of structuredness
within the department.

Nevertheless,

the

found

employee who in¬

teracts with the external environment will still be affec¬
ted by it.

Therefore,

to insure that the desired informa¬

tion about the type of work environment an individual

faces
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is obtained,

both the

internal and external variables were

included in the structuredness
Finally,

it follows

scale.

from the above

that because of departmental differences
individuals who possess

likely to gravitate toward

falling on one end of these continue,

dividuals
likely
these

in structuredness,

certain distinguishing behavioral

characteristics will be more
units

theory and research

possessing opposite

characteristics will be more

to gravitate toward units
continue.

tween behavioral

Furthermore,

at the opposite end of

the degree of congruency be¬

characteristics

should produce individual

while other in¬

and departmental structure

differences

in satisfaction and

perception.
It will be the purpose of the next three chapters
further develop these propositions
of hypotheses with which

to

and to construct a set

to test them.
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CHAPTER

III

MACHIAVELLIANISM

It was the objective of Chapter II to suggest the ex¬
istence of intraorganizational differences in the degree
of structuredness.

The purpose of the present chapter will

be to suggest differences in the dominant behavior expressed
by individuals classified as either a high or low Mach.
Once this has been accomplished it will then be possible to
indicate the relevance of Christie and Geis'^ concept of the
Machiavellian personality type when considering possible
differences in the degree of internal structure of a complex
organization.
Before discussing these behavioral differences,

it

would be beneficial to indicate an underlying assumption in
Christie and Geis'

theory which should be kept in mind

while reading the following pages.

Specifically,

these two

theorists argue that the Mach IV and V personality tests
(scales utilized to determine the degree to which an indi¬
vidual possesses Machiavellian characteristics)
as a predictive device.

Thus,

can serve

if an individual scores high

on the Mach IV or V scale and functions within a particular
type of environment,

he

(or she)

should out-perform an in¬

dividual who has scored low on either of these two scales.
The important point is that the conditions or environmental
factors under which Christie,

Geis and others have shown
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the high Mach out-performing the low Mach parallels those
conditions or environmental factors represented by the
right hand side of the continue found at the end of Chap¬
ter II.

Conversely, where the reverse conditions are

present - the left hand side of these continue - the high
Mach failed to be significantly more successful.
the low Mach,

In fact,

under such conditions, was found to have an

equal or greater opportunity of being more successful.
Christie and Geis'

theory also rests upon the argu¬

ment that the high and low Mach have distinct personality
configurations which affect the manner in which each inter¬
acts with other individuals.
interpersonal stance as the

They classify the high Mach's
"cool Syndrom," m.eaning that

the high Mach is resistant to social influence,
toward cognitions rather than people,
and control more.

oriented

and tends to initiate

The low Mach is classified as the

"soft

touch," meaning that he is susceptible to social influence,
oriented towards people rather than cognitions,
to maintain an acceptance and following posture.

and tends
The actu¬

al performance differences between the high and low Mach
develops when these interpersonal stances interact with
certain environmental characteristics,
of fact-to-face interaction,

i.e.,

the presence

latitude for improvision,

as

well as the presence of arousing irrelevant affect.
One of the most relevant facts pertaining to the high
Mach is his apparent ability to outperform the low Mach in
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situations which afford subjects the opportunity to impro¬
vise.

This particular result was clearly brought out in an

experiment run by Geis,

et.

al.

2

in which subjects were

given the opportunity to play the role of an experimenter
whose responsibility it was to administer a personality
test to another subject

(a stooge).

The naive subject had

just taken a similar test and was told that part of the ex¬
perimenter's task was the performing of a number of innocu¬
ous deceptions.

Since the naive subject was now the experi¬

menter, he was instructed to use his powers,

as he saw fit,

so as to manipulate the new examinee.
Results were measured in terms of

"the total number of

manipulative behaviors exhibited by subjects during their
administration of the test.computed by summing the num¬
ber of false scores reported and the number of all other
manipulative behaviors

(i.e.,

confession of confusion,

paragements directed at examinee,

erroneous compliments,

giving of false procedural instructions,
verbal distractions - whistling,
etc.)

recorded by the observers."

dis¬

as well as non¬

tapping feet,

3

or pencil,

As it turned out high
4

Machs performed on the average 15.43

manipulative acts,

while low Machs performed on the average only 7.08
lative acLs.

5

This difference was significant at p _<

manipu¬
. 005.

It should also be noted that in lying to the examinee,

the

high Machs employed a significantly greater magnitude of
falsehood

(average deviation of stated score from the actu¬

al score received by the examinee)..
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Further evidence of the high Mach's superior ability
to improvise and manipulate was reflected in his employment
of original and innovative comments utilized to deceive the
examinee.

The highs averaged 5.93 innovative comments each,
while the lows averaged 1.69 -- a difference signifi¬
cant at the .005 level.
Similarly, the innovative
comments of the high Machs ranged across 3.57 of the
nine possible categories of content on the average,
while those of the low scorers covered an average of
1.15 different categories.
This difference was sig¬
nificant at the .0005 level.^
Finally,

Geis et.

al.

attempted to determine the degree of

satisfaction experienced by both high and low Machs from
their involvement in this manipulative experiment.

Results

indicated a significantly greater degree of satisfaction
and enjoyment on the part of the high Mach.
Closely tied to the high Mach's superiority when allowed
to improvise or manipulate are experimental results which
indicate that the high Mach is more successful than the low
Mach when environmental conditions are ambiguous.
suits are clearly evident in
by Geis.

"The Con Game"

7

Such re-

experiment run

The game itself was described by Geis as follows:

Three players (a high, low, and medium Mach)
were seated around a game board on a small table.
The borad had a path divided into numbered spaces
running from START at one side and FINISH in the
center.
The game was played with power cards,
dice, and individual place markers.
To begin
each player was given a hand of six power cards .
. . . One player always had a hand of high value
cards; another had low cards; the third had a
middle-value hand.
At his turn, a player tossed
the dice and moved his marker toward FINISH the
number of spaces equal to the higher of his two
die values .... multiplied by whichever of his
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power cards he chose to play at that turn.
A
player could use only one card at each turn, and
a card could be used only once in the game.
The
player or coalition of players to reach FINISH
first received 100 points.
The losing player
or players received zero.®
Important to the understanding of the above game are
the following rules.

First, players could form coalitions

of two that move as single units;

spaces to be moved would

equal to the high die multiplied by the sum of two power
cards — one from each player.

Next, when coalitions are

formed preagreement had to be reached on how the points
were to be split if in fact they won.

Finally,

coalitions

could be broken at will.
Ambiguity was introduced by having the game played
under two conditions.

In one condition players were asked

to leave their power cards face up as they played.
how many of the 100 points each player
lition partner,

'deserved'

"Thus,
as a coa¬

as well as his desirability as a partner,
9

were all public knowledge in the triad."
condition was considered unambiguous.

As a result this

In the second condi¬

tion players were asked to leave their power cards face
down while they played and were instructed to tell the
partner anything they desired.

This second condition con¬

stituted an ambiguous.
As Geis predicted,
lows did increase

"the high Machs'

advantage over the

(it approximately doubled)

biguous to the an±)iguous games

(p _<

.025).

from the unam¬
In contrast,

the advantage of the high Mach over the middle-Mach group
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did not increase significantly."
Partial support for the argument that the high Mach
will be more tolerant of ambiguous situations when com¬
pared to the low Mach can be found in a 1962 study by
Budner.^^

In studying the relationship between tolerance

for ambiguity and personality variables, he obtained cor¬
relations between Mach scores for different classifica¬
tions of students and their intolerance of ambiguity.
(Refer to Table 3-1 for actual results.)
from the results,

As can be seen

seven of the nine correlations were in

the direciton consistent with the prediction that the high
Mach would be more tolerant of ambiguity,

although it

should be realized that only three of the seven groups
reached a significant level.
only be taken as

Therefore,

the results can

^ partial support for the proposition

being presented here.
It would appear logical to argue that an individual
who demonstrated effective timing as he interacts with his
environment would be more likely to succeed in unstructured,
ambiguous and dynamic situations.

Therefore,

timing,

as a

personal characteristic, will play a major role in determin¬
ing whether the low or high Mach is more likely to succeed
in those departments which fall on the right hand side of
the continue presented in Chapter II.

It just so happens

that experimental data has shown the high Mach to be more
timely in his actions and tends to be more an opportunist
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TABLE 3-1

MACHIAVELLIANISM AND INTOLERANCE OF AMBIGUITY

Sample

r

n

Suburban day students

-.35*

50

Suburban night students

-.11

57

.02

41

Municipal college students

-.34*

58

Private college students

-.13

33

.01

34

5-year Eastern medical students

-.11

79

Second year Eastern medical students

-.29*

75

Third year Eastern medical students

-.19

75

Woman's college students

Nursing students

* p <
Source:

.05

S. Budner, "Intolerance of Ambiguity as a
Personality Variable," Journal of Person¬
ality , Vol. 30, 1962, page 37.

than the low Mach.
Geis,
Game,"

12

in her study

"Bargaining Tactics in the Con

clearly demonstrated the opportunistic nature of

the high Mach.
reflected,

In this study the idea of opportunism was

in part, by the high Mach's timing in breaking

already established coalitions and the establishing of new
ones.

Thus,

Geis states,

offers as the high,

"the low Mach received as many

the offers they received v/ere as advan¬

tageous as were those of the highs,

they accepted and re¬

jected as many offers as the highs,

and broke as many coa¬

litions, but apparently they did all these things at the
wrong time, while the high Machs timed their tactics to pay
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off."

Opportunism was also reflected in the high Mach's

discarding of his own power position at the most advantage¬
ous moment so as to better his score.
Another primary distinction between the high and low
Mach is the high's emotional detachment.

Thus, when con¬

fronted with a group situation in which he must interact
with others,

in order to obtain a desired goal,

the high

Mach will do so without becoming entagied in affactual re¬
lationships.

Another way of looking at this particular be¬

havioral characteristic is to consider how an individual
responds to others.

In this case the low Mach responds to

others in a personal way, while the high Mach responds to
others in an impersonal fashion, or as if they were objects
rather than persons.
This type of detachment was brought out in a study by
Diirkin

14

which tested the hypothesis that the low Mach,

and

not the high Mach, would become significantly involved in
the process of encountering.

(Encountering is a process in

v^ich the individual changes behavioral direction because
of direct contact with another individual.

During this con¬

tact the individual becomes overly involved in personal in¬
teractions and often finds himself moving in directions ir¬
relevant to those previously intended.).
To test this particular hypothesis,

Durkin placed

subjects in tetrads which were observed as they performed
a ball-and-spiral skill task.

The important point is that
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the task involved mutual coordination between the individ¬
uals

involved and represents

action.

a situation of dynamic inter¬

If Durkin's hypothesis

lowing relationships

is

correct,

then the

fol¬

should hold:

.....differences between low Mach's ball-and-spiral
skill scores from one partner to another were ex¬
pected to reflect effects of the two particular peo¬
ple in combination that could not be accounted for
by differences in individual skill level.
In con¬
trast, differences between high Machs' ball-andspiral skill scores from one partner to another were
expected to reflect primarily individual differences
in skill among the four members of the tedrad.^^

Durkin,

after considering the results of his

cluded that

the low Mach was

high Mach was

aloof

study,

"encounter prone"

con¬

and that the

"encounter blind."

The proposition that

the high Mach tends

and therefore less

involved with others,

to remain
was partial-

ly supported by a field study undertaken by Guterman.

The

study itself centered around the relationship of a number of
personality variables,
being one of the more
of social solidarity.
from two hotel
and Bangor,

chains

(the Machiavellian personality type
important ones

used)

The sample used

and the concept
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Ss)

was

located between Washington,

drawn

D.C.,

Maine.

At one point in his

study,

Guterman,

in an effort

to

better understand interaction and the concept of social
solidarity,

differentiated between

intimacy of

contact.

Frequency

frequency of contact and

is merely a measure of the
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number of

contacts between

other hand,
(a)

is built upon

intensity

extensity

subjects.

Intimacy,

on the

four distinct variables,

i.e.,

(strength of affect between subjects),

("’the proportion of the activities

logical experiences

and psycho¬

involved in interaction out of the sum

total of the activities
which the person's whole
(length of time the

and psychological experiences
life

consists.'"),

specific relationship

"the extent to which
mary associates

(b)

the respondent knows

of each

connectedness of the
Guterman states

17

(c)

lasts),

duration
and

(d)

the other pri¬

friend and thus gauges

the inter-

respondent's

social circle.")

his

as

findings

of

18

follows;

Frequency has a slight positive association
with Machiavellianism:
the more often a person
gets together socially with friends and acquaint¬
ances, the more likely he is to be Machiavellian.
Intimacy, on the other hand, correlates with
Machiavellianism in the opposite direction.!^
.the most Machiavellian are those who see
their friends frequently but whose ties to them
are loose.
The least Machiavellian, by contrast,
are found among respondents who visit with their
friends only occasionally but who are linked to
them by strong bonds.20
This

looseness

high Mach is

in social

developed by the

further demonstrated v/hen Guterman related

Machiavellianism and SF
Guterman

contacts

found the

(index of solidary

feelings).

Here

following:

The proportion high on SF-varies inversely with
Machiavellianism, so that the higher a respondent's
Mach score, the less likely he is to have solidary
feelings.
This finding should not surprise us in
light of the Machiavellian's cynical and pessimis-
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tic view of other people.
It is comprehensible
that a person who, in general, is prone to believe
that hximan beings are vicious and egoistic is like¬
ly, in any specific situation, to view his associ¬
ates as inconsiderate and mistrustful, lacking in
allegience to collective interests and given to
friction with others.

The idea of emotional detachment does
to other persons.

It also applies

tent of the issues

or task

confronted with.

a detached position vis-a-vis
study,

the particular con¬

the individual finds himself

The high Mach

1966

to

hot only apply

is

again able to maintain

the content,

is not.

In a

Geis,

et.

al.

pothesis

that the presence of emotional

22

while

the low

tested the hy¬

content in a bar¬

gaining situation would reduce the effectiveness of
Mach but would have no effect on high Machs.
studies'

results,

Geis,

et.

al.,

concluded

low

Given the

"that one of

the significant advantages

of the high Machs

with

lows become distracted by po¬

low Machs

is

that the

tentially ego-involving elements
text

."

23

in bargaining

in the bargaining con-

Data also indicated that high Machs were

emotionally detached from their own personal

ideological

positions.
However,

the high Mach does more- than

detached position,
role.

The point is

a position which might

just maintain a
imply a passive

that when the high Mach performs within

a social context he is quick to

initiate action which v/ill

bring him closer to his goals.

Such action

is often re-
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fleeted in the attempt to take over control of the group
itself by acting as
the other hand,

appears

action or taking
quite

an informal
to be

leader.

less

study by Geis,

et.

al.,

24

group discussion of a Mach

IV item,

Machs were

leadership qualities.
rated the more

and low Machs

taking part

he is

In a 1965

after taking part in a
were

a questionnaire which required the Ss
subjects'

on

initiating

Instead,

follower.

subjects,

low Mach,

desirous of

control of the group.

content in the position of

The

asked to

fill out

to evaluate the other

In the

results,

the high

effective leaders by both high
in the experiment.

Before summarizing the above discussion of the Mach¬
iavellian personality type mention should be made of a recent study which was

undertaken by Gemmil and Heisler

within an organizational setting.
upon Machiavellian theory,

These

25

researchers,

based

hypothesized the following:

.the Machiavellian orientation of managers
would be negatively correlated with job strain,
and positively correlated with job satisfaction,
perceived opportunity for formal control and po¬
sitional mobility.the magnitude of the re¬
lationship between Machiavellian orientation,
job strain, and job satisfaction would be affected
by the level of the manager's perceived opportunity
for formal control.the greater the perceived
opportunity for formal control the weaker would be
the association between Machiavellian oreintation,
job Satisfaction, and job strain.

As

for results,

the researchers were surprised to

Machiavellian orientation was

find that

positively correlated with
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job satisfaction.

Results also indicated that there was

no relationship between Mach scores and upward mobility
and that the proposed magnitude relationship between per¬
ceived opportunity for formal control was opposite the
direction expected.
At this point it would be profitable to summarize the
behavioral characteristics which the above research sug¬
gests belong to the Machiavellian personality type.
high Mach, when compared to the low Mach,
cessful manipulator,
fying,

The

is a more suc¬

finds these manipulations more satis¬

demonstrates more effectiveness when allowed to

improvise or is faced with ambiguity,

tends to be an oppor¬

tunist,

and finally initiates

remains emotionally detached,

and controls more.

Because of these findings the researcher

believes that the high Mach will be both more successful
and satisfied than low Machs when performing in departments
and/or divisions whose environments reflect the right hand
of the continue presented at the end of Chapter II.

It is

upon this argument that the hypotheses of Chapter V will
be developed.
For a schematic representation of the Machiavellian
personality and dominant behavior, given different environ¬
ments,

refer to Figure 3-1.
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CHAPTER

IV

GENERALIZED EXPECTANCIES FOR INTERNAL VERSUS
EXTERNAL CONTROL OF REINFORCEMENT

In addition to the Machiavellian Theory of personality,

it

would be advantageous to include in the present study per¬
sonal differences in generalized expectancies for internal
versus external control of reinforcement.

The relevance

of this breakdown is that associated with individuals
classified as internal or external are distinct behavior
characteristics.

The presence of such a distinction, when

related to variations in the degree of structuredness and/
or Machiavellianism,

should perm.it the researcher to make

logical predictions in the areas of individual mobility,
satisfacrion-dissatisfaction,

and perception.

The I-E scale is a measuring device utilized to indi¬
cate individual differences in perceived source of rein¬
forcement.

The scale was initially developed by a number

of researchers who,

although aware of the importance of re¬

inforcement in the acquiring of skills and knowledge,

ar¬

gued that there was a need to study another variable so as
to obtain a more complete understanding of the learning
process.

The variable they wanted to consider was per¬

ceived source of reinforcement.
The important point is that one group of individuals
might believe that rewards and/or punishments follow from.
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or are contingent upon,

their own capabilities or efforts,

while a second group of individuals might believe that
such reinforcements are the direct result of luck,
or chance.

fate,

The first group of individuals are classified

as internals, while the second are classified as externals.
Based upon this type of reasoning,

j

the following hypothe-

sis was developed.

.if a person perceives a reinforcement as
contingent upon his own behavior, then the occur¬
rence of either a positive or negative reinforce¬
ment will strengthen or weaken potential for that
behavior to recur in the same or similar situa¬
tions.
If he sees the reinforcement as being
outside his own control or not contingent, that is
depending upon chance, fate, powerful others, or
unpredictable, then the preceding behavior is
less likely to be strengthened or weakened.^

Actual experimental results have,
ported this basic hypothesis.

for the most part,

However,

not of primary importance to this study.

sup¬

such results are
What is impor¬

tant are test results which suggest behavioral differences
which exist between individuals falling above or below the
median I-E score.

Individuals falling in the upper half

of the sample distribution are usually classified externals,
while those falling in the lower half of the distribution
are usually classified as internals.
One apparent difference between the high and low
scorer on the I-E scale is that subjects classified as in¬
ternals tend to be more responsive or alert to environmental
cues which might be useful in future activities.
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This greater responsiveness to environmental cues by
internals was brought out in a 1962 study by Seeman and
Evans.

2

Their goal was to demonstrate,

of patients in a tuberculosis hospital,
of alienation in people's behavior.

through the study
the significance

More specifically,

they sought to demonstrate that a subject's sense of power¬
lessness

("'the expectancy or probability held by the in¬

dividual that his own behavior cannot determine the occurrence of the outcomes,

or reinforcements, he seeks'")

3

is

a factor which alters the individual's response to critical
circumstances in his life space.

The relevant response the

authors were concerned with was the subjects'

acquisition

of relevant knowledge about his environment and what effect
this knowledge would have on his behavior.
The actual relationship the authors expected to find
can be described as follows,

"high alienation

goes with limited knowledge,

for,

(externality)

in an important sense,

knowledge acquisition is irrelevant for those who believe
that fate,
events."

4

luck,

or external forces control the fall of

If this prediction was in fact supported by the

study's results,

then the above proposition that internals

(subjects who are, by definition,
tion)

in a low state of aliena¬

are more responsive than externals to cues in the en¬

vironment would be supported.
As a means of testing their hypothesis,

Seeman and

Evans related level of patient alienation with patient

6a

knowledge of their own conditions,

to the degree to which

they questioned doctors and nurses as a means of obtaining
information,

as well as how satisfied the patients were

about the feedback they received from these two sources.
Their results may be summarized as follows:

.each of our three measures of knowledge is
significantly related to alienation.
Those who
are low in alienation (internals) have, in fact,
more objective information concerring their ill¬
ness.
This greater knowledge of the lows (in¬
ternals) is validated in the staff's description
of them.
The lows in alienation have an agreed
upon reputation for greater knowledge.
Finally,
those who are low in alienation differ signifi¬
cantly from the highs (externals) in their de¬
gree of satisfaction (it was significantly great¬
er) with the knowledge situation they face.^

It should also be noted before leaving this study that in¬
ternals made a significantly greater effort to question
doctors and nurses in an effort to obtain information rele¬
vant to their well being.
The above article was
which Seeman

followed by a 1963 study in

attempted to investigate the relationship

between alienation and social learning in a reformatory.
The basic proposition Seeman v/anted to test was whether an
"individual's expectation for control over events is a
7
crucial factor in the learning process."
•

•

As a means of improving upon the above study,

Seeman

exposed subjects to three different types of knov/ledge,
(a)

ref02nnatory knowledge,

(b)

parole knowledge,

and

(c)
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long-range knowledge
ment trends

(e.g.,

information relating to employ¬

for exconvicts).

duced because in the hospital
were not present.

As

Such a breakdown was
study

intro¬

inputs of new knowledge

a result,Seeman believed that the

causal chain between alienation'and learning still
unclear,

with the study's

remained

results possibly telling us more

about powerlessness produced by

inadequate knowledge

rather

than poor learning produced by powerlessness.
In order to test his beliefs,

Seeman set up the

follow¬

ing hypothesis.

Since the alienated inmates (externals) hold low
expectances for control, they will learn less
(and presumably exhibit less interest in) inform¬
ation that is objectively quite relevant to
their careers but implies planning or taking ac¬
tive steps to control future contingencies.®

The information category most relevant to the testing of
this hypothesis is

information about parole.

Seeman pre¬

dicted that alienated inmates would consider this
tion irrelevant and therefore make
compared to unalienated or internal
ledge in this

grounds

less of an effort
inmates)

(when

to gain know¬

area.

The study's
Furthermore,

informa¬

findings

confirmed this prediction,

a careful examination of the subjects'

demonstrated that the

results

by criminal history or differences
worth noting was

the

p£.05.
back¬

could not be explained

in intelligence.

Also

finding that the superior learning of

unalienated subjects was

associated with achievement orien-
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ted behavior,
'i

both within and outside the prison.

second area in which there appears

h

ence between

the behavior of internals

the manner in which
environmental
The

they

take steps

to be a differ¬

and externals

is

to control or improve

conditions.

first study to be described in this

section was

9
undertaken by Gore
est was

and Rotter

the degree to which the

ployed to predict social
characteristics
these

in 1963.

of

I-E variable

action.

as well as

predicted that

more willing than externals

could be em¬

Given the behavioral

the internal,

two researchers

Their main inter¬

past research,

internals would be

to commit themselves

to

future

social action.
To test this hypothesis.
Southern Negro college

as

Gore and Rotter utilized a

a source of data.

The research¬

ers obtained permission to enter three classes
and ask

for student support

Movement."

As

for

a

"Student for Freedom

a means of measuring student commitment.

Gore and Rotter requested that each

student complete a

questionnaire which would be used to measure
of commitment

to

future social

asked if the students would,
sign
(c)

on campus

action.

(a)

the degree

The questionnaire

only attend a rally,

(b)

a petition which would be delivered to local officials,
join a silent march to the state capital,

a Freedom Riders

group over spring vacation.

and

(d)

join
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Actual test results demonstrated that the degree to
which students were willing to commit themselves to social
action was significantly related to I-E scores,

p_<.05,

in¬

ternals were significantly more willing than externals to
commit themselves to future social action.
Similar results were obtained by Strickland^^ in a
more sophisticated study which investigated behavior of
activists within a civil rights movement.

Strickland con¬

sidered actual participation in such movements as the mea¬
sure of the degree of action taken on the part of subjects
to control or improve their environment.
provement incorporated into his study,

With this im¬

Strickland hypothe¬

sized "that persons involved in social action would be
assessed as more internal in their feelings of personal
control and understanding of the events that happen to
them than would a control group of persons not engaged in
social action.
Actual results supported Strickland's hypothesis,
p£.01.

Furthermore,

obtained differences in the degree of

civil rights involvement was

found not to be significantly

related to age or education.
'J

The tendency for individuals classified as internals

to take a more active and controlling role in his environment was also demonstrated in a study by Phares
In this particular study,

(1965).

12

Phares hypothesized that internal

subjects would be able to exert a significantly greater
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amount of influence on other individuals than would sub¬
jects classified as externals.
proposition,

Phares turned to the area of attitude change

for a workable design.
tation,

As a means of testing this

Utilizing this model of experimen¬

he predicted that subjects classified as internals

would be more effective in bringing about attitude change
than would subjects classified as externals.
Phares operationalized his design by dividing subjects
into two groups,

one composed of internals and the other

composed of externals.

At this point he instructed each to

act as an experimenter and attempt to change the attitudes
of other students.
Phares'

The results of this experiment supported

basic hypothesis,

i.e..

The data indicated that internal experimenters
were able to induce significantly more attitude
change than their external counterparts.
In¬
deed, the amount of influence exerted by ex¬
ternals was no different than the amount of
change which occurred simply as a function of
taking the COS (attitude scale used) for the
second time - the control group.

This greater tendency of involvement by internals,
relative to externals, was also brought out in a 1964 investigation of Swedish workers by Seeman.

14

As for results,

he found that membership in unions versus nonmembership in
unions,

activity within the union,

and general knowledge of

political affairs were all significantly related to internality.
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As a side note,

it may be worth mentioning that the

belief that one can control or have a significant affect
on one's environment might also be reflected in a greater
control over the self.
Along this line of research.

Straits and Sechrest

15

undertook a study which related the I-E personality vari¬
able and the ability of subjects to control their smoking
habits.

One of the study's several results demonstrated

that non-smokers were significantly more internal.
In 1965 James, Woodruff,

and Werner,replicated

this last experiment and obtained more complete results.
First they again found that non-smokers were significantly
more internally oriented than smokers.

In addition,

they

also found that following the Surgeon General's Report on
the dangers of smoking those male subjects who stopped
smoking were again significantly more internally oriented.
In this second case there was no difference for females.
A last finding relevant to the present discussion was that
those individuals who quit in a specific period of time
were more internal than those who continued to smoke.

The

difference for females was not significant.
The next set of experiments dealt with differences in
achievement drive between internals and externals.
In a 1963 study,

Franklin

17

attempted to relate I-E

scores with the types of variables that were thought to in¬
fluence the development of such personality types,

i.e..
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socio-economic class,

mothers'

tal concern about studying,

education, perceived paren¬

etc.

He also sought to relate

I-E scores with concomitant attitudinal and behavioral
characteristics,

i.e.,

and vocational plans,

self reported grades, educational
attitudes, toward grades and studying,

etc.
It is the second group of variables which is important
to the present discussion.

For what Franklin did was to

correlate I-E scores with what he considered to be evidences
of achievement motivation,
colleges,

i.e.,

early investigation of

amount of time spent doing homework,

amount of

energy spent seeking out educational guidance - both inside
and outside school,

etc.

In each case Franklin predicted

that internals would demonstrate behavior supportive of
high achievement motivation.

The relevant data was ob-

tined through a mail questionnaire,
representative sample of 10th,

11th,

administered to a
and 12th grade high

school students.
Results may be summarized as follows.

Single classification analysis of variance designs
were used to test the 17 hypotheses.
In 15 cases
the hypotheses were supported, while two were not.
In aeneral getting lower (more internal) I-E
scores related positively with being:
in a higher
grade, a better student, from a higher socio¬
economic group, ambitious and more sure about vo¬
cational plans, more religious,.

Rotter and Mulry

19

also considered the relationship
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between motivation and the I-E dimension in a 1965 study.
Their main hypothesis may be stated as follows,

"internals

will take longer to make a difficult discrimination in a
task which they perceive to be skill determined and that,
relative to others,

externally oriented individuals will

take longer to make a discrimination which they perceive
to be determined by luck or change."
study,

20

In this particular

the researchers equated the length of time spent

in arriving at a decision as an indicator of a subject's
motivation.
The experimental design was operationalized in the
following fashion.

First the researchers took 120 male and

female subjects and placed them in an angle matching situ¬
ation of extreme difficulty.

Half of the subjects were

told that the task was so difficult that the outcome was
controlled by change, while the other half was told that
certain skilled individuals were quite good at the task
and that results would depend upon their own abilities.
Within both groups subjects were divided into internals
and externals at the median.

The relevant measurement

was the subject's decision time from the moment they were
given the sample for judgement urtil they actually selected
a standard.
Actual results demonstrated that internals took signif¬
icantly longer, when compared to externals,

in those situa¬

tions which were defined as being controlled by one's own

skill.

Conversely,

externals took significantly longer,

when compared to internals,

in those situations which were

defined as being controlled by chance.
What is important in these results is the fact that
internals and externals tend to be motivated under two dis¬
tinct situations or environments,

i.e.,

the internal where

he believes his own abilities will determine reinforcements
and the external where he believes reinforcements are controlled by chance.

In fact.

Rotter and Mulry indicated

that these motivational differences may cause internals
and externals to seek out different activities and/or en¬
vironments.

They state,

"Internals may tend to select ac¬

tivities in which they can demonstrate skill,

and externals

activities in which they can demonstrate luck."

21

^ The last behavioral area to be covered deals with the
variables of independence,

suggestibility,

In the area of conformity,

and conformity.

Crowne and Livernant

22

(1963)

utilized an Asch type paradigm to test for possible differ¬
ences in responses of internals and externals.
ment was carried out under three conditions.

The experi¬
In the first

condition subjects were asked to compare two clusters of
dots and indicate which was larger.
above,

As was indicated

subjects were given the usual Asch type instructions

while being unwittingly placed in a minority position visa-vis the experimenter's confederates.

In addition,

jects were asked to indicate their certainty

sub¬

(from 0 to 10,
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with 10 being the nost certain condition)
on each choice.

of being right

The second condition was identical to the

first with one exception.

Siibjects,

in this second case,

were given $10 in quarters and instructed to bet on their
choice.

Finally,

the third condition acted as a control

group.
As for results it was found that under the betting con¬
dition internals conforined significantly less than externals.
In the expectancy and control conditions,

a similar trend

w’as found but the differences were not significant.

It

should also be noted that internals were significantly more
confident overall than externals.

Furthermore,

internals

were willing to bet significantly more on choices which
were in conflict with those given by the experimenter's con¬
federates .
Fxirther support for the poi*position that internals are
less likely to be influenced by others, when compared to
externals,

can be fo\2nd in a 1962 study by Strickland.

23

Her major concern was the clarification of some of the in¬
consistencies which existed in the literature pertaining to
verbal conditioning.

Kore specifically,

she was interested

in better understanding the effect of personality differ¬
ences on verbal conditioning,

as well as the effect of

awareness of conditioning attempts on the subjects*
As a means of operationalizing her design,

responses.

Strickland
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divided her subjects into those who were aware of rein¬
forcement contingencies and those who were unaware of such
efforts.

Each of these groups were further divided into

those who were successfully conditioned and those who did
not respond to reinforcement.

Given this breakdown,

Strickland then incorporated the I-E variable as a measure
of individual differences.

Results may be summarized as

follows:

.the more a subject pictures the events that
happen to her as highly subject to external cir¬
cumstances or luck (externality) the more likely
she was to be ameable to influence by the exper¬
imenter providing she was aware of the situation.
Generalizing from past experiences formulated re¬
garding reinforcement as a function of a source
uncontrolled by their individual action, these
individuals were less likely to manipulate the
situation themselves.
Those subjects character¬
ized as more internal denied the influence of
the experimenter and continued to follow their
own inclination as regards to giving the correct
responses.

• ^ A final study by Gore

(1962)

25

similarly supports the

proposition that internals are more resistant than externals
to attempts to influence them.

The major thrust of her

study was the measuring of differential effects of experi¬
menter biasness on subjects.

One of the variables employed

to differentiate subjects was the I-E dimension.

The re¬

quired data was obtained by presenting 'TAT cards to sub¬
jects and attempting to obtain long stories from each sub¬
ject.

The cards were presented under two conditions, one
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of overt attempts to influence and one of subtle or implied
attempts to influence.

Gore sums up her results in the

following manner:

In the implied condition more externally oriented
subjects produced significantly longer stories to
the card of the experimenter's bias.
In the pres¬
ent research not only did the internally oriented
subjects produce significantly shorter stories to
the card of the experimenter's implied bias but
also produced slightly shorter stories than the
control group.

However,

it should be noted that there was no significant

difference in the overt condition.
Given the above studies,

it is possible to draw the

following conclusions about the internal relative to the
external:

(a)

he appears to be more alert to those aspects

of the environment which may be useful to him,

(b)

he takes

a more active role in attempting to improve and/or control
his environm.ent,

(c)

he places greater value on skill or

achievement reinforcements and is more concerned with his
own abilities,

and

(d)

he appears to be resistive to subtle

efforts to influence him.

Finally,

above all else the in¬

ternal represents an individual who desires control over
his environment because he sees himself responsible for what
takes place within it.

The external,

on the other hand,

expects control from the outside world and therefore is
less desirous of controlling his environment.

Hypotheses

based upon this type of reasoning will be presented in the
next chapter.
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CHAPTER

V

HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT

The development of the following hypotheses was based
upon the theory and research documented in the preceding
three chapters.

Chapter II presented both theory and em¬

pirical data supporting the position that within complex
organizations

there exists

in structuredness.

It was

ference in structuredness

intraorganizational differences
further suggested that this dif¬
can be measured on a set of di¬

mensions or scales.
The dichotomization of organizational structure,
terms of the degree of structuredness,

is

in

critical to the

development and testing of the hypotheses presented in this
chapter.

First,

the structuredness variable itself is

a

central element in establishing the predictive relation¬
ships

formulated by

the actual

the hypotheses below.

Secondly,

collection of data could take place,

would first have to be classified as

before

departments

either highly struc¬

tured or highly unstructured.
Iherefore,

the

first phase of this

sification of organizational units
tured or highly unstructured.

as

study was

the clas¬

either highly struc¬

This V7as

accomplished through

personal interviews v/ith members of management supplemented
by their conpleting a two page questionnaire based upon the
six semantic differentials

found in Figure

2-1,

Chapter II.
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Once this
was

given

scale,

classification was

four questionnaires

--

completed each subject
the Mach V scale,

a satisfaction-dissatisfaction scale,

exact replica of the structuredness
management

I-E

as well as

an

scale filled out by top

(see Appendix A).

Upon successfully collecting the
the

the

above information,

following hypotheses were tested:
Hypothesis

1.1:

In departments

and/or divisions

classified as highly unstructured Mach scores of
members of groups

classified according to time spent

in that department will

increase

as

a

function of

time.
Rationale:

It was

suggested in Chapter III that the

high Mach possesses a distinct personality configura¬
tion that determines

the manner in which he bahaves.

When compared to

low Mach he was

the

more successful manipulator,

found to be a

exhibited greater sat¬

isfaction when allowed to manipulate,

demonstrated

greater effectiveness when allowed to improvise or
is

faced with ambiguity,

tended to be an opportunist,

remained emotionally detached,
in more

and finally engaged

initiation and control behavior.

behavioral

characteristics

high Mach,

v/hen compared to

it is
the

Given

contended that
low Mach,

has

these
the

a

greater potential

to perform more effectively

in

those departments

classified as highly unstructured.
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This greater likelihood of success should increase
the probability that high Machs would be offered
permanent positions in those departments and/or di¬
visions as a reward for their satisfactory perform¬
ance.

Low Machs, performing at a lower level rela¬

tive to high Machs,

should be systematically re¬

moved from such departments and/or divisions.
Furthermore,

the high Mach should seek out that

environmental milieu which best matches his own per¬
sonality configuration.

Conversely,

low Machs should

initiate efforts to leave an environmental mileau
which is incongruous with their personality configu¬
rations.

Therefore, when comparing groups classified

according to time spent in a highly unstructured de¬
partment,

a greater number of high Machs should ap¬

pear in the most senior grouping.

Hypothesis 1.2:

In departments and/or divisions

classified as highly structured Mach scores of mem¬
bers of groups classified according to time spent
within that department will decrease as a function of
time.
Rationale:

The low Mach,

as suggested in Chapter III,

possesses both a distinct personality configuration
and behavioral repertoire which reflects the reverse
of those possessed by the high Mach.

Thus,

the low
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Mach was found to be a less successful manipulator,
failed to demonstrate a desire to manipulate,

failed

to demonstrate a facility to perform effectively in
situations in which he was allowed to improvise or
was faced with ambiguity, was not an opportunist,
became emotionally involved,

and finally demonstrated

little desire to initiate or control.
Given these behavioral characteristics,

it

could be argued that the low Mach has a greater po¬
tential to perform more effectively in those depart¬
ments and/or divisions classified as highly struc¬
tured.

As in the case above this greater likelihood

of success would increase the probability that low
Machs,

rather than high Machs, would be offered per¬

manent positions in such departments or divisions as
a reward for their satisfactory performance.
Furthermore,

the low Mach should seek out that

environmental milieu which best matches his own per¬
sonality configuration.

Conversely,

high Machs

should initiate efforts to leave that environmental
milieu which is incongruous with their personality
make up.

Therefore, when comparing groups classified

according to time spend in highly structured depart¬
ments,

a greater number of low Machs should appear in

the most senior groupings.
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Hypothesis 1.3:

There will be a significant differ¬

ence between Mach scores for subjects classified as
most senior

(>_5 years in present department)

in

highly structured departments and those classified
as most senior in highly unstructured, with the un¬
structured group being significantly greater.
Rationale:

Given the rationale presented above,

it

follows that there will be three underlying forces
present to produce the expected results.

First,

both low and high Machs will tend to remain in those
organizational departments and/or divisions which are
structurally in harmony with their distinct person¬
ality configurations,

i.e.,

low Machs in structured

units and high Machs in unstructured units.
tion,

In addi¬

there will be a second force reflected in the

tendency for high and low Machs to gravitate toward
those units which are structurally consistent with
their personality.

Finally, management itself will

be motivated to keep those individuals who are in a
state of congruency in their present department be¬
cause of their satisfactory performance and positive
mental attitude.

Whereas, management will tend to

transfer,

or let go those individuals who

demote,

are in a state of incongruency because of their
poorer performance and negative attitude.
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Hypothesis 2.1:

Low Machs, when locked in unstruc¬

tured departments and/or divisions

(lock-in principle:

once in a department other intervening variables may
prevent movement out of that department over time,
even though there is a desire to leave)

will experi¬

ence significantly greater dissatisfaction than high
Machs performing in the same units and/or departments.

Hypothesis 2.2:

High Machs, when locked in highly

structured departments and/or divisions will experi¬
ence significantly greater dissatisfaction than low
Machs performing in the same unit(s).
Rationale:
above,

Given the theory and research

presented

it follows that given a state of incongruency

between the subject's personality configuration and
the structural characteristics of the environment in
which he functions he will experience dissatisfaction.
One means of adaptive behavior open to the individual
is to remove himself from the - situation causing him
discomfort.

However,

if his exit is blocked,

individual's dissatisfaction
be reduced.

Instead,

(a tension state)

the
cannot

it is likely that the subject's

dissatisfaction will increase as he soon learns that
he cannot deal effectively with,

or control his en¬

vironment.
Therefore,

if we look at individuals who have re-
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mained within an organizational setting for five or
more years and then compared satisfaction-dissatis¬
faction scores of lock-ins and non-lock-ins,

those in¬

dividuals classified as lock-ins should experience
greater dissatisfaction.

High Machs will be consider¬

ed lock-ins when found functioning within highly struc¬
tured departments for longer than five years, while low
Machs will be considered lock-ins when found function¬
ing within highly unstructured departments for longer
than five years.
Hypothesis

3:

High Machs will be significantly more

effective than low Machs in moving out of environments
which are in conflict with their personality.
Rationale:

Because of the behavioral characteristics

of the high Mach,

i.e., he is:

an opportunist,

itiator and controller, highly goal motivated,
fective manipulator,

an in¬
an ef¬

and unaffected by emotional affect

when moving toward a goal object,

it appears logical

to argue that the high Mach will be less likely to be
caught in an environment which is in conflict with his
personality or dominant behavior.
Mach,

Conversely,

the low

demonstrating the opposite behavioral character¬

istics, will be more likely to allow himself to become
a lock-in.
Hypothesis 4.1:

When functioning within highly struc¬

tured departments high Machs will be more sensitive than
low Machs to structural characteristics of such depart-
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ments.
Hypothesis 4.2t

When functioning within highly un¬

structured departments low Machs will be more sensi¬
tive than high Machs to structural characteristics
I

of such departments.

Hypothesis 4» 31

For both high and low Machs this

sensitivity to structural characteristics of depart¬
ments with which their personality is in conflict
will increase as a function of time spent within
that department.
Rationale:

The research and theory documented above

suggests that the incongruency between the high Mach's
personality configuration and the structural charac¬
teristics of a highly structured department will pro¬
duce a state of heightened sensitivity.

This in¬

creased sensitivity should cause the high Machs,
tive to low Machs in the same department,

rela¬

to have a

greater conscious awareness of those factors which
prevent full expression of dominant behavior.
more,

Further¬

over time this incongruency should produce in¬

creased dissatisfaction with his environment and this
should in turn heighten sensitivity to incongruent
structural characteristics.
A similar argument can be presented for low
Machs functioning within highly unstructured depart
ments.

Given this incongruency between the low Mach's
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personality configuration and structural character¬
istics he should experience increased sensitivity
toward incongruent factors.

In addition,

this in¬

creased awareness should be heightened, over time,
as the low Mach is continually confronted with this
incongruent situation

The next set of hypotheses will infuse the

concept

of perceived internal-external control of reinforcement
with the variables already covered — structuredness and
Mach tendencies.

Hypothesis 5:

There will be a negative correlation

between Mach scores and I-E scores.

Put another way,

individuals who score high on the Mach V scale will
score low on the I-E scale.
Rationale:

The basis for the above hypothesis was

the high level of agreement between the dominant be¬
havior of the high Mach and the dominant behavior
of the internal.
individual who,

The high Mach was described as an
(a)

was an effective manipulator,

(b)

experienced increased satisfaction when allowed to
manipulate,

(c)

was effective* in dealing with ambigu¬

ous environments,

(d) was an opportunist,

emotionally detached,
more,

and

(g)

(f)

(e)

remained

initiated and controlled

was highly goal-directed.

It therefore

follows that the high Mach is an individual who relies
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upon his own capabilities when striving toward a spe¬
cific goal or interacting with his environment.

A

high Mach is an individual who scores high on the
Mach V scale.
The internal was described as an individual who,
(a)

was alert to those aspects in his environment

which may be useful to him,

(b)

took a more active

role in attempting to improve his surroundings,

(c)

placed high value on achievement or skill reinforce¬
ment,

(d)

ence him,

tended to resist subtle attempts to influ¬
and

(e)

desired self control over his en¬

vironment because he sees himself as responsible for
what takes place within it.

An internal is an indi¬

vidual who scores low on the I-E scale.
Thus,

a considerable similarity is observed be¬

tween the overt behavior of the high Mach and inter¬
nal.

Therefore,

it would not be unreasonable to ex¬

pect a negative relationship to exist between Mach V
and I-E scores.

However,

it should be kept in mind

that the Mach and I-E theories are based upon differ¬
ent approaches to an individual's personality configur
ation.

The Mach variable is based upon the manner in

which the high and low Mach interacts with his environ
ment, while the internal-external variable is based
upon the manner in which such personality types per¬
ceive the actual source of reinforcement.
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Hypothesis 6.1;

In departments and/or divisions

classified as highly unstructured^I-E scores of mem¬
bers of groups classified according to time spent
within these departments and/or divisions will de¬
crease as a function of time.

Hypothesis

6.2:

In departments and/or divisions

classified as highly structured I-E scores of members
of groups classified according to time spent within
these departments and/or divisions will increase as
a function of time.
Rationale:

Given the dominant behavioral character¬

istics of the internal
pothesis 5)

(points a through e under hy¬

it is argued that such individuals should

have a greater potential of out performing externals
in those departments and/or divisions classified as
highly unstructured.

Furthermore,

internals should

seek out that environmental milieu which best matches
his own personality configuration.

Therefore, over

time the internal should gravitate toward highly unstrucutred departments and/or divisions.
A similar argument can be presented to support
hypothesis 6.2.

Given the dominant behavioral char¬

acteristics of the external,
associated with the internal,

the opposite of those
such individuals should

out perform internals while functioning within highly
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structured departments.
lection
time.

process
In

of

addition,

are

up.

classified

according

most
ly

in

senior

I-E
(^5

structured

most
the

senior

most

expected

ternals
which

are

subjects

years

structured
Secondly,

for

and

remain

units
both

towards

sion

of

in

those

both

above,
produce

internals

in harmony with

internals

to

and

structured

situations which

units

in

un¬

units.

should gravi¬

allow

patterns.

ex¬

their distinct

internals

and externals

with

greater.

organizational

in

as

departments,

presented

i.e.,

as

in high¬

classified

operating

First,

differ¬

classified

significantly

arguments

dominant behavioral
itself

a highly

department)

those

and externals

those

those

groups

significant

unstructured

again be

results.

a

in present

configurations,

tate

agement

the

structurally

personality

out

over

groupings.

scores

departments

should

spent within

be

should

place

their person¬

comparing

There will

Given

forces

with

senior

structured group being

three

take

se¬

a greater number of externals

in highly

Rationale:

the

time

a natural

should seek

congruous

to

the

6.3:

ence between

should

Therefore,.when

structured setting,

Hypothesis

result,

externals

ality make

appear

a

externals

environments which

should

As

full

expres¬

Finally,

should be motivated to keep those

man¬
in-
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dividuals who are in a state of

congruency within

their present department because of their satisfac¬
tory performance and positive mental attitude.
as,

management should transfer,

those

demote,

Where¬

or let go

individuals who are in a state of. incongruency

because of their poorer performance

and negative

attitude.

Hypothesis

7.1:

. Externals,

tured departments
significantly

and/or

greater

functioning within

Hypothesis

7.2:

Rationale:

divisions will

the

same

greater

when

experience

than

locked

dissatisfaction

the

same

internals

in highly

than

experience

externals

setting.

when functioning within a

highly structured deparment,

finds himself

unable to

distinct personality configuration,

or dominant behavior.

The

who desires

to

vironment.

Furthermore,

prefer to

unstruc¬

and/or divisions will

The internal,

fully express his

in

setting.

Internals,

functioning within

locked

dissatisfaction

structured departments
significantly

when

internal

is

an individual

improve and take control of his

rely upon his

those of others.

he is

an individual who would

own capabilities

As a result,

en¬

the

rather than

internal can be

considered a doer rather than a follower.
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However,

a highly structured environment does

not allow for the
fore,

when

carrying out of such a role.

faced with a situation which is

There¬

in con¬

flict with his basic personality he should experience
dissatisfaction.
the internal

This

finds

should be especially true when

himself

classified as

At the same time the external,
same department,

functioning in the

should experience

satisfaction because there

is

a lock-in.

little or no dis¬

a state of congruency

between his personality and the environment.
The same argument holds
the external

demonstrates

internal he may be
a doer.

As

for the external.

Since

the opposite behavior of the

considered a follower rather than

a result,

he should experience greater

dissatisfaction when functioning within a highly un¬
structured environment.

This

dissatisfaction should

occur because of the state of incongruency between
his personality characteristics
structural

characteristics.

and the situation's

Conversely,

functioning within the same setting,
little or no dissatisfaction as

the internal,

should experience

there will be a state

of congruency between his personality and the environ¬
ment.
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Hypothesis

8:

Internals will be significantly more

effective than externals in moving out of environ¬
ments which are in conflict with their personality.
Rationale:

Because of the behavioral differences

existing between the internal and external the above
hypothesis should hold true.

First,

when compared to the external,

the internal,

is theoretically much

more responsive to cues in the environment which may
be of aid to him in the future.

Secondly,

the in¬

ternal is continaully attempting to improve his en¬
vironment while at the same time trying to control
it.

Next, he relies upon his own capabilities

rather than those of others in the environment.

This

last point may also help to explain his belief that
events,

especially those which affect him,

should

not be left to chance.
Therefore, when faced with a situation which is
in conflict with his distinct personality configura¬
tion the internal should have a higher probability of
moving out of such a situation.

Conversely,

the ex¬

ternal, having the opposite behavioral characteris¬
tics,

should be less success'Ful in attempting to

leave an incongruent situation.

In fact, because the

external believes events occur because of chance and
therefore cannot alter them,

he would be unlikely to

undertake any meaningful efforts to change his position.
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As a result,

internals,

relative to externals,

are

less likely to be found in a situation in which they
would be classified as lock-ins.

Hypothesis 9.1:

When functioning within highly struc¬

tured departments internals will be more sensitive
than externals to structural characteristics of such
departments.

Hypothesis 9.2:

When functioning within highly un¬

structured departments externals will be more sensi¬
tive than internals to structural characteristics of
such departments.

Hypothesis 9.3:

For both internals and externals,

sensitivity to structural characteristics of departwith which their personality is in conflict will in¬
crease as a function of time spent within that de¬
partment.
Rationale:

Theory and research again suggests that

when an incongruency exists between personality and
structural characteristics of a given department,

a

state of heightened sensitivity to such characteris¬
tics will develop.

This increased sensitivity should

cause the subject to have a greater conscious aware¬
ness of those factors which prevent full expression
of dominant behavior.

Furthermore,

this conflict
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state should produce, over time,

an increased dis¬

satisfaction with environmental conditions and by so
doing will heighten sensitivity to inconsistent
structural conditions.
This process will take place when the internal
performs in a highly structured department and/or
division and when the external performs in a highly
unstructured department and/or division.

Hypothesis 10:

Perceived structural scores obtained

from department members will differ significantly
from perceived structural scores given by individu¬
als outside that department.
Rationale:

The motivation behind this hypothesis is

the desire to compare the perception of a key variable
(structure)

by individuals

zational levels,
tings,

found on different organi¬

or in different organizational set¬

so as to help determine whether such percep¬

tions are in a state of agreement or conflict.

It is

often argued that because of the .lack of direct con¬
tact between levels or functional areas,

the presence

of communicative barriers between these areas,

as well

as status incongruences there will exist inconsisten¬
cies between attitudes, belief and values held by
these individuals.
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This t^’pe of reasoning was supported,
by Tannenbaum's^ studies on power.

in part,

Tannenbaum demon¬

strated that when individuals are given the oppor¬
tunity to rate their power and the power of others
within the same organization,

there often exists in¬

consistencies between perceived power available by
individuals on different organizational levels.
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CHAPTER

VI

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA

Before presenting the data needed to test the hypothe¬
ses developed in the preceding chapter,

the manner in which

such information was obtained will be described.

The most

critical problem in the collection of the required data was
the locating of an organization willing to make itself
available as a research site.

The search process was fur¬

ther complicated by the requirements of the study itself,
requirements which placed specific constraints on what
size organization would be approached.
Because of these constraints,

the type of company

sought had to be of sufficient size to allow for intraorganizational differences in the degree of structuredness.
Without this split it would be impossible to test all but
one of the hypotheses found in Chapter V.

Furthermore,

the organization had to be of sufficient size to allow for
internal mobility on the part of its employees.
After contacting fifteen large corporations, over a
five month period,

a large organization located in New

Jersey agreed to make itself available as a research site.
This particular company employs

31,000 individuals, with

approximately 6,000 in managerial positions
above)

(foreman and

- refer to Table 6-1.

As indicated earlier, once within the organization the
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TABLE 6-1
GENERAL ORGANIZATIONAL MAKEUP OF THE
ORGANIZATION USED FOR DATA COLLECTION

1

President
Vice Presidents

12

Department Heads

25

Area Heads

82

District Managers

300

Level Two Managers

1,500

Level One - Foreman

4,000

Non Supervisory

25,000

first phase of data collection depended upon the classify¬
ing of organizational units as either highly structured or
highly unstructured.

Initially,

it was planned to use or¬

ganizational units which had at least 25 members.

However,

after meeting with management such an approach was found to
be unacceptable.

The major argument against this approach

was that their organization was structured in such a manner
that company personnel were geographically dispersed.
sequently,

Con¬

it would be impossible to call would-be partici¬

pants together as a group for the purpose of completing
questionnaires.
An alternative approach suggested by management was
therefore used.

First,

instead of working with large

blocks of subjects in one location, management would pro¬
vide the names of employees who were currently performing
in a department classified as either highly structured or
highly unstructured, but who were not necessarily members
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of the same department.
To accomplish this,

the structuredness scale was ex¬

plained in detail to management with specific emphasis on
those characteristics associated with each environmental
classification.
stood,

When these characteristics were under¬

two knowledgeable managers in the personnel depart¬

ment compiled a list of 100 employees
visory positions)

(selected from super¬

who were performing in either highly

4

structured or highly unstructured departments.

Fifty of

these employees were from highly structured departments,
while the remaining fifty were from highly unstructured
departments.

Because of the desire for a balanced split

between the £4 year and the £5 year groups classified as
highly structured,
list.

six more employees V7ere added to the

All subjects were college graduates.
Once the list of would-be subjects was compiled, each

was mailed a packet containing the following;

(a)

the

four questionnaires from which the required data was col¬
lected,

(b)

searcher,

a letter of explanation written by the re¬

(c)

a letter of support from the General Person¬

nel Supervisor,
A)

and

(d)

a return envelope.

(See Appendix

Response to these mailed packets was good with the in¬

itial return at 84.

Near the end of the second week a

followup letter was sent to those individuals who had not
yet returned their questionnaires.
week 99 packets were received,

By the end of the third

of which 96 were usable

(one

96

subject failed to complete her questionnaires,
jects were no longer with the company).

and two sub¬

Subsequently,

four more usable packets were returned, bringing subject
response to slightly over 96 percent.
noted that to insure the subjects'

It should also be

anonymity all records

were kept by number rather than name.
The remaining data needed for the project

was col¬

lected by requesting each of the two managers in the Per¬
sonnel department to fill out a separate structuredness
questionnaire for 44 subjects used in the study.

This was

necessary so that the difference between structuredness
ratings given by managers external to a department and
structuredness ratings given by managers performing within
that department could be compared statistically.
At this point attention can be directed at the actual
presentation and analysis of data in an effort to determine
whether the relationships predicted in Chapter V do in fact
hold.

(For a discussion of the statistical tools to be

used refer to Appendix B.)

It should be noted that in the

following tests, where exact probabilities are not given,
a

.1 level of significance will be used as a decision rule

for acceptance or rejection.
Hypothesis 1.1:

In departments and/or divi¬

sions classified as highly unstructured Mach
scores of members of groups classified
according to the time spent in these depart-
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ments and/or divisions will increase as a
function of time.
A
H

A

•2
2

The relevant Mach scores needed to test hypothesis
1.1 are found in columns A,^ and A,^ of Table 6-2.

(Actual

testing of hypothesis 1.1 was accomplished through the use
of the Mann-Whitney U test.)

Upon 'considering the mean

Mach scores for each column,

96.27 and 95.71 respectively,

hypothesis 1.1 was found not to be supported as the actual
movement of Mach scores was opposite the direction pre¬
dicted.

As a result,

was rejected.

(It should be noted

that the actual difference between A,^^ and A,^

associ¬

ated with it a U value of 309.5.

.4818

This value had a

probability of occurrence and indicated that the difference
was nonsignificant.)
Hypothesis 1.2:

In departments and/or divisions

classified as highly structured Mach scores of
members of groups classified according to time
spent within these departments and/or divisions
will decrease as a function of time.
H

o
1

:

B•1
n = B • 2^

:

B

•1

> B ^
•2
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TABLE 6-2
MACH SCORES OF INDIVIDUALS
‘IN UNSTRUCTURED
DEPARTMENTS &/OR DIVISIONS* **
£4 Years in
Department

£5 Years in
Department

* Cells contain Mach Scores.
** Levels refer to structural levels within the organ¬
ization.
Level III is the highest and represents the district
manager level - See Table 6-2.
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The relevant Mach scores needed to test hypothesis
1.2 are found in Coluinns

and

of Table 6-3.

(The

Mann-Whimey U test was used to analyze the relevant data.)
Initial indication from the data was encouraging as the
directionality of the scores was as predicted,

i.e.,

the

mean Mach score for individuals functioning within struc¬
tured departments decreased over time

(from 101.47 for the

<A year subjects to 97.1 for the ^5 year subject.^).

This

difference produced a U value of 386, which had a one tailed
probability of p £ .0 335.

Such a, low probability of occur¬

rence indicated that the obtained difference in scores
could not be explained by chance.
jected and

was accepted.

As a result

was re¬

These results therefore sup¬

ported hypothesis 1.2 and indicated that there was a sig¬
nificant difference between the relevant two groups,

and

that this difference was in the expected direction.

Hypothesis 1.3:

There will be a significant differ¬

ence between Mach scores for subjects classified as
most senior

(^5 years in present department)

in

highly structured departments and those classified as
most senior in highly unstructured departments, with
the unstructured group being significantly greater.
;
'

o
1

:

A ^ = B ^
• 2
• 2

:

A ^
•2

> B ^
•2
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TABLE 6-3
MACH SCORES OF INDIVIDUALS
. IN STRUCTURED
DEPARTMENTS &/OR DIVISIONS*

£4 Years in
Department

LEVEL

LEVEL

LEVEL

Cells contain Mach scores.

^5 Years in
Department
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In order to test hypothesis 1.3,

columns A,

^,2

2

had to be compared, with the prediction that Mach scores
in A

2

in B^2*

would be significantly larger than the Mach scores
Upon considering the average Mach score for each

95.71 and 97.1 respectively, hypothesis 1.3 was found not
to be supported as the actual movement of Mach scores was
opposite the predicted direction.

(It should be noted

that the actual difference between A ^ and B ^ had associ-

•z

ated with it a U value of 307.

•z

This U value had a

.3030

probability of occurrence and therefore indicated that the
actual difference was nonsignificant.)
It became apparent at this point that the only signifi¬
cant movement which had occurred in hypotheses 1.1 through
1.3 took place within the structured department.

After

looking over individual satisfaction-dissatisfaction scores,
a possible explanation of why low Machs did not demonstrate
the predicted movement out of unstructured departments pre¬
sented itself.

The important point is that there appeared

to be a significant difference in the degree of satisfaction
experienced by individuals performing within unstructured
departments

(average satisfaction score was

tured departments

70.1)

and struc¬

(average satisfaction score was 64.18).

The higher the score the more satisfied the subject.
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TABLE 6-4
SATISFACTION-DISSATISFACTION SCORES OF
INDIVIDUALS FOUND IN UNSTRUCTURED AND
STRUCTURED DEPARTMENTS
UNSTRUCTURED
42
43
44
44
55
59
59
60
61
62

66
67
67
67
67
67
68
68
69
70

70
70
71
71
71
72
72
72
72
73
=

^1

73
74
74
74
75
75
75
75
76
76

STRUCTURED
77
77
77
77
77
78
78
78
79
86

35
39
40
45
46
47
49
49
51
52

53
53
55
56
57
60
61
61
62
64

70.1

64
65
66
66
67
67
67
67
69
69
X

2

69
70
71
71
72
72
73
73
74
75

76
76
77
77
77
77
79
82
83
83

64.18

It would therefore be of interest to test the following
hypothesis:

X

un

>

where:
X

= satisfaction scores of individuals
performing within unstructured de¬
partments , and
X . = satisfaction scores of individuals
st
performing within structured de¬
partments

If this difference were in fact significant and em¬
ployees did experience greater satisfaction while performing
within unstructured departments,

it would be reasonable to

argue that such individuals would be less desirous of leav¬
ing unstructured departments.

The point being made is that

the greater satisfaction of subjects performing in unstruc-
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tured departments may be acting as an intervening variable
which reduced the likelihood of movement out of such de¬
partments .
The actual difference between satisfaction scores pro¬
duced a U value of 1562, which had a probability under
of p £ .0158.

Such a low probability of occurrence would

indicate that the observed difference could not be explained
by change.

As a result,

was rejected and

was accepted.

These results therefore supported the proposition that sub¬
jects generally experienced significantly greater satisfac¬
tion while performing within unstructured departments,

and

consequently may have been less desirous of moving out of
such units.
A second possible explanation as to why predicted re¬
sults were not obtained for hypotheses 1.1 and 1.3 may be
found within the Machiavellian theory itself.

The relevant

point is that even when environmental conditions are incon¬
gruous with the low Mach's dominant behavior he will still
maintain a follower or non-initiating posture.
in fact the case,

If this is

the low Mach is unlikely to make a sig¬

nificant effort to move out of unstructured units.
more,

Further¬

because he is described as Jess alert than the high

Mach to environmental cues,
portunities

he may actually be missing op¬

for easy access out of unstructured departments.

As a means of making full use of the data available in
Tables 6-2 and 6-3,

it would be profitable to consider dif-
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ferences between Mach scores
levels.

at different organizational

Such differences were worth considering as

often argued that as one moves
ture,

that such
sions he

that Hall

utilized to measure

hypothesis
scores

(Chapter II page

The reader
demonstrated

1.1

internal bureaucracy.

the rationale presented in support of

(Chapter V page

74),

found within departments

tion of organizational
pearing

24)

struc¬

a loosening did occur in four of the six dimen¬

Relying upon

ture.

up the organizational

departments become more unstructured.

will recall

it is

level,

it follows

that Mach

should increase as

a

with the higher scores

func¬
ap¬

in departments higher in the organizational struc¬
To

test this prediction,

following paired cells was

12''^22'

the difference between the

analyzed:

‘^ii”-^21''^22'''^32'^ll”^ 21'

12'’®32*

^

^

Expected directionality of Mach scores
expressed below in the

Hypothesis
H

0

:

“r
Hypothesis

1.4

five hypotheses

for each pair

to be tested

Hypothesis

1.5
^32

^11 "" ^21

^0*

^22

*21

“r

*22 ^ ^32

All
1.6

Hypothesis

1.7

“o'

“ll ” ®21

“o'

“l2

“1'

“11 ^ “21

“1'

“12 ^ “22

“22
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Hypothesis
H

:
0

Hypothesis

1.8

®22

®32

®22

^ ®32

1.4

Upon analyzing the difference between
value of 42 was
at the

.1

level

levels of
and as

obtained.

.01,

This

U value was not significant

(critical values
.025,

.05,

and

and A22^ a U

of U for significance

.1 are given in Appendix C)

a result the difference between these two cells,

although

in the predicted direction,

to support H^.

Hypothesis

Consequently,

was not large enough

H^ could not be rejected.

1.5

Upon analyzing the difference between A22
value of
cant at
though
was not

52.5 was
the

.1

obtained.

level and as

Again this

^ U

not signifi¬

a result the difference,

in the predicted direction,
large enough

U was

arid

to support H^^.

al¬

between these two cells
Consequently,

H^ could

not be rejected.

Hypothesis

1.6

In this

case the

actual direction of score movement was

opposite the direction predicted.
associated with this
significant at
^
rejected.

the

difference,

.1 level

However,
e.g.,

and as

U =

the U value
113.5 was not

a result H

o

could not be
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Hypothesis

1.7

Upon analyzing
U value of

3 was

cant at p _<
was

.025

accepted.

the difference betv/een

obtained.
and as

This

U was

a result

Therefore,

^22'

^

found to be signifi¬

was

rejected and

the above prediction was

supported

for this pair of cells.

Hypothesis

1.8

Upon analyzing the difference between B22
U value of 0 was

obtained.

This value of U was

be significant at p £ .067.

It should be noted,
that although
be

As

a result,

H^^ was

^

found to
accepted.

before moving to hypothesis

two,

the prediction that more high Machs would

found at higher organizational

supported in

^rid ^^2^

just two cases,

levels was

statistically

only one difference

smallest difference observed)

was

(the

opposite the direction

predicted.
Hypothesis

2.1:

Low Machs,

structured departments

when

locked into un¬

and/or divisions,

will ex¬

perience significantly greater dissatisfaction
than high Machs performing in the same departments
and/^r divisions

for the
H

:
0

same amount of time.

^22

^12
"

S2
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If one merely considers
isfaction scores
Table

6-5 -

support this
low Machs

C^2

for cell

it became

the mean satisfaction-dissat¬
(67.6)

and 0^2

(70.6)

clear that actual results

particular hypothesis.

classified as

- see

did not

It was predicted that

lock-ins would experience signifi¬

cantly greater dissatisfaction than high Machs performing
in the same department
stead,

for the same amount of time.

In¬

the data indicated that the average satisfaction

score was higher for the low Machs.
be rejected.

Therefore

had to

(Analysis of the actual difference produced

a U value of 44.

This

value of U was

significant at p _<

.1.)
In an attempt to explain these results

it would be profit¬

able to consider what happened to satisfaction-dissatisfac¬
tion scores over time.

For a graphic representation of this

movement refer to Figure

6.1.

Considering first the scores
movement was

71.2

(from an average satisfaction score

for the _<4 year group to

70.6

for the ^5 year group).

Although directionality of this movement was
the rationale put
was

negligible.

forth in
In fact,

nonsignificant at the
employed.

a downward

observed in average satisfaction-dissatisfac¬

tion scores over time
of

for low Machs,

.1

Chapter V,

in

line with

the actual difference

the difference was

found to be

level--the Man-Whitney U test was
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TABLE 6-5
Mach Satisfaction-Dissatisfaction Scores
For Unstructured Departments* **

£4

High
Mach

Years in
Department

£5 Years in
Department

**

Low
Mach

*Cells contain satisfaction-dissatisfaction scores.
**To obtain the high Mach-low Mach split the researcher
followed the accepted procedure of classifying those
subjects above the median score as high Machs and
those below the median score as low Machs.
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FIGURE

6-1

Average Satisfaction-Dissatisfaction
Scores For Machs Performing
In Unstructured Departments

72

(71.2)

low -Mach

71

(70.66)

70
69
High Mach

68

(67.67)

67
_<4
Years in
Department
The

relevance of

>5
Years in
Department

these

findings

is

that the incongruency

between personality and departmental structure appeared
not to have played a role

in determining the low Mach's

titude

toward his work environment,

scores

in

in Cj^2«
C^2

0^2

were not significantly less

Therefore,
^22

i.e.,

cantly greater was

satisfaction
than those found

when comparing satisfaction scores

likelihood of scores

at¬

in

in C^2 being signifi¬

reduced.

The actual movement of satisfaction-dissatisfaction
scores

for high Machs

obtaining results
in Figure

6-1,

similarly affects

supportive of hypothesis

likelihood of
2.1.

the average satisfaction score

in the ^5 year group was
score

the

for high Machs

shown

for high Machs

lower than the average

in the _<4 year group.

As

satisfaction

Employing

the

Mann-Whitney U test the measured difference between S-D
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scores
This

in

and

found to be significant at P£.l.

significant negative movement

in S-D scores,

to the lack of a significant negative movement
€22^

further explains why hypothesis

when tied

from

to

2.1 was not supported.

Given the significant movement in satisfaction-dissat¬
isfaction scores

for high Machs,

indicate one possible

reason

it would be worthwhile to

for their increased dissatis¬

faction over time.
First recall the arguments presented in Chapter V
which

indicated that the high Mach's

best fits

dominant behavior

the environmental conditions

tured departments.

It was

found within unstruc¬

therefore argued that the high

Mach would not only seek out such environments but would
also express

satisfaction when

It is possible,

however,

functioning within them.
that once within an unstruc¬

tured environment the high Mach becomes
tomed to both
the degree

the actual degree of

increasingly accus¬

freedom afforded him and

to which he can successfully manipulate others.

Put another way,

the

unstructured qualities of the department

begin to take on the air of normalcy or commonplace.
result,

the high Mach may become

with the

As

a

increasingly dissatisfied

actual degree of structuredness present and there¬

fore seek out or demand a more unstructured environment.
This
of

desired change may not come about as the degree

structuredness

found within a given department m.ay be

frozen at that level because of company policy,

leadership

Ill

style,

or underlying variables

ment itself.

Consequently,

in that while high Machs
environment,

actual

acting within the environ¬

a potential conflict appears

are demanding a more unstructured

departmental constraints prevent any

significant reduction of internal structure.
fact the case,
ists

ments,

is

in

it could be argued that over time there ex¬

the potential

dissatisfied,

If this

for high Machs

to become increasingly

even though they are performing within depart¬

which on first glance,

Hypothesis

2.2:

match their personality.

High Machs When locked into highly

unstructured departments

and/or divisions will ex¬

perience significantly greater dissatisfaction than
low Machs performing in the
amount of

same units

for the same

time.

;

^22
CM
CM

°12

Q

V

Hi:

CM
r—1

0

Q

H

Upon considering the mean satisfaction-dissatisfaction
scores

for cells

it became obvious
pothesis
as

2.2.

D^2

(64.9)

and D22

that actual

(63.6)

results

-

see Table

6-6

-

did not support hy¬

It was predicted that high Machs

classified

lock-ins would experience significantly greater dissatis¬

faction than low Machs performing in the
the same amount of time.

Instead,

rejected.

for

the average satisfaction

score was higher for the high Machs.
2.2 was

same department

Therefore,

hypothesis

(The actual difference was not signifi-
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TABLE 6-6
Mach Satisfaction-Dissatisfaction Scores
For Structured Departments*

£4 Years in
Department
39
47
51
61
64

High
Machs

72
73
77
77
79

67
67
69
70
71
71
D

35
46
49
53
55

Low
Machs

11

D

21

_

83

40
53
62
65
66

66
67
76
77
77

66.34

74
75

57
64
67
69
73

£5 Years in
Department

°12 =

°21

59.75

°12

45
49
52
56
60

64.9

61
72
76
82
83
^22

^22

63.6

* Cells contain satisfaction-dissatisfaction scores.

cant at p ^ .1.)
Although hypothesis 2.2 was not directly supported by
available data,

the movement of satisfaction-dissatisfac¬

tion scores over time,

for both high and low Machs, did

offer limited support for the rationale upon which 2.2 is
dependent.

Refer to Figure 6-2 for a graphic representa¬

tion of the movement of S-D scores over time.
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FIGURE 6-2
Average Satisfaction-Dissatisfaction
Scores For Machs Performing
In Structured Departments

67

(66.34)

high Mach

66
65

(64.9)

64

(63.6)

63
62
61
60
59

<4

>5

Years in
Department

Years in
Department

In both cases the directionality of movement in aver¬
age satisfaction scores was as predicted.

However,

it must

be noted that upon applying the Mann-Whitney U test the
difference for the high Mach
significant at p _<

.1.

ference between D22 ^rid

(cells D^^ and ^^2)

In the low Mach condition the dif¬
^22'

^^'^hough considerably larger

than the difference observed between Dj^^^ and
found to be nonsignificant at p _<

Hypothesis

3:

not

^-^2'

also

.1.

High Machs will be significantly more

effective than low Machs in moving out of environ¬
ments which are in conflict with their personality.
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To text hypothesis 3 the percentages found in the
paired cells

^2.1~^22

^2l''^22

statistically com¬

pared — refer to Table 6-7 — by using hypothesis testing

TABLE 6-7
Percentage of High Machs—Low Machs
Functioning Within Groups
Classified According To Type of
Structure & Time Spent In Unit

£4 Years In
Department

>_5 Years In
Department

^11
Highly
Structured
Departments

Percentage of
high Machs in
group.

^12
Percentage of
high Machs in
group.
42.1^

61.3%

E^,
21
Highly
Unstructured
Departments

Percentage of
low Machs in
group.

E^«
22
Percentage of
low Machs in
group.

69.2%

62.5%

The hypotheses tested were:
Hypothesis
H
H

3»1

Hypothesis

E

o
> E

1

*

3.2

12

1’

^

^21

~

22

^22
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By analyzing the data in this manner,

it was possible

to determine whether the differences betv/een ^21~^12
^21*'^22

explained by chance.

to be supported,

the percentage decline

be significant,

while

If hypothesis
from

3 were

to E^2 '^ould

the percentage decline

from

to E22

would not be significant.
For hypothesis

3.1 a

Z value of 1.957 was obtained which

had a one tailed probability of p=.0252.

Such a low proba¬

bility of occurrence indicated that the difference between
E

and E^2
was

could not be explained by chance.

rejected.

In the case of hypothesis

Consequently

3.2,

a

Z value of

.7083 was

obtained which had a one tailed probability of

p=.2171.

This probability was

of sufficient size to indicate

that the observed difference between E2-j^
explained by change.

Therefore,

and E22

could be

under hypothesis

3.2,

could not be rejected.
These results
there was

indicate that in the structured condition

a significant movement out of such departments by

high Machs over time,
there was

while

in the

no significant movement out of such departments

on the part of low Machs over time.
sis

3 was

unstructured condition

Consequently,

hypothe¬

supported.

Hypothesis

4.1:

When

functioning within highly

structured departments

and/or divisions,

will be more sensitive

than

low Machs

characteristics of such departments

high Machs

to structural

and/or divisions.
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The relevant paired cells which has
order to test hypothesis
fer to Table

6-8).

to be compared in

4.1 were

^12''^22

For hypothesis

4.1 to be supported,

the perceived structuredness

scores

should be significantly less

than the perceived structured¬

ness

^22’

scores

found in ^2^

found in

and F^^

Therefore the

following

set of hypotheses were tested:

Hypothesis
H

o

:

Hr

4.1.1

= F
F
^11
21
F

11

H

o

structuredness

F

4.1.1

12

< F

22

the actual movement of perceived

scores was

in the predicted direction.

upon applying the U test to the relevant data a U

value of 106 was

obtained,

cant at p £

Consequently H^ could not be

.1.

the case of hypothesis
ceived structuredness
rection.

4.1.2

F
= F
^12
22

:

< F
■^21

For hypothesis

However,

Hypothesis

which was

4.1.2

found to be nonsignifi¬
rejected.

In

the actual movement of per¬

scores was

opposite

Therefore H^^ under hypothesis

the predicted di¬

4.1.2 was

rejected.

(It should be noted that upon analyzing the actual differ¬
ence between E^2
This U value was
these

^22

^ ^ value of

significant at p _<

findings was

the

29.5 was obtained.

.1.)

The

rejection of hypothesis

result of
4.1.
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TABLE

6-8

Perceived Structuredness Scores
For Machs Performing
In Structured Departments

£4 Years in
Department
13
20
23
24
24
24

High
Machs

24
25
25
26
26
27

19
21
23
24
24
25

Low
Machs

11

Cells

25
27
27
29
33
35
=

12

19
21
22
25
26
28
=

35
39
42

26.28

25
28
31
33
33
34

21

*

-

27
29
31
33
36
36
F

^5 Years in
Department

4.2:

32.44

30
31
32
35
36

26.67

22

contain perceived structuredness

Hypothesis

=

= 27.73

scores.

When functioning within highly un¬

structured departments,

low Machs' will be more

sensitive to structural characteristics of such
departments.

The relevant paired cells which had to be considered
in order to test hypothesis
(refer to Table

6-9).

4.2

are G]^2.~^21

^12~^22

If the above prediction were to hold,
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TABLE 6-9
Perceived Structuredness Scored
For Machs Performing
In Unstructured Departments

£4 Years in
Department
15
24
25
27
28
32

High
Machs

33
35

Low
Machs

24
25
26
28
28
28

.

^11

14
16
17
22
22
24

24
27
27

= 27.38

^11

12
19
19
22
22
23

• £5 Years in
Department

28
29
30
32
34
38
=

Si

1 S2
!_

G

Si

19
19
20
22
25
27

25.94

21.44

12

27
27
27
28
31
31

35
36
36

G

1 S2
_
1

27.33

22

_1
*Cells contain perceived structuredness scores.

the perceived structuredness scores found in G22

^22

would be significantly greater than the perceived structured¬
ness scores found in

and Gj^2*

Therefore,

the following

set of hypotheses were tested:

Hypothesis 4.2.1

Hypothesis 4.2.2

H :

H :

0

Si = Si
Si ^ Si

0

S=

S2

S2

S2 ^ ‘^22
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For hypothesis 4.2.1 the actual movement of perceived
structuredness scores was opposite the direction predicted.
Consequently

under hypothesis 4.2.1 was rejected.

analyzing the actual difference between
value of 60.5 was obtained.
p _< .1.)

and

(Upon
a U

This U was not significant at

In the case of hypothesis 4.2.2 actual movement

of perceived structuredness scores was in the direction pre¬
dicted.

Upon applying the U test to the relevant data a U

value of 27 was obtained.
significant at p £ .05.
4.2.2

was rejected and

This value of U, given

was

Consequently, under hypothesis
was accepted.

These results indicate that hypothesis 4.2 was sup¬
ported in the £5 year group but not in the £4 year group.
The movement of perceived structuredness scores, for both
high and low Machs, helped to explain why results were
significant for the >5 year group.

(Refer to Figure 6-3.)

FIGURE 6-3
Average Perceived Structuredness
Scores For Machs
In Unstructured Departments
28

(27.38)
(27.33)

27
26

low Mach

25
24

high Mach

23
22

(21.44)

21
£4 Years in
Departm.ent

£5 Years in
Department
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As depicted in Figure 6-3, perceived structuredness
scores declined, over time,

for subjects classified as high

Machs, and increased, over time,
as low Machs.

for subjects classified

So as not to preempt the discussion of the

low Mach case under hypothesis 4.3, no further mention will
be made of it here.

The high Mach case is important for

two reasons.

it is important because the decline of

First,

perceived structuredness scores for high Machs played a role
in producing a significant result under hypothesis 4.2.2.
The second reason is that it supports the arguments put
forth under hypothesis 2.2 to explain why satisfaction ex¬
pressed by high Machs declined over time, even though they
were performing in departments which were structurally in
harmony with their personalities.
The reader will recall that it was argued that the high
Mach, when performing in unstructured departments, may be¬
come increasingly accustomed to the actual degree of free¬
dom afforded him and therefore make subsequent demands for
higher levels of freedom.

However, given that such demands

cannot be met, because of constraints in the environment,
the high Mach would become increasingly dissatisfied.

The

fact that the present data indicates that the high Mach,
when performing in unstructured departments, perceived them
as more structured the longer they remain in such units,
increased the credibility of the above argument.

Upon an¬

alyzing the actual difference with the Mann-Whitney U test.
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a U value of

14 was obtained.

significant at p _<

Hypothesis

This

4.3:

For both high and low Machs,
characteristics

with which their personality
as

found to be

.01.

tivity to structural

crease

U value was

is

sensi¬

of departments

in conflict will

in¬

a function of time spent within that de¬

partment .

The relevant paired cells which were considered in
order to test hypothesis
the prediction that
over time,

4.3

are ^2l”^12

^2l”^22*

low Machs will become more sensitive,

to unstructured characteristics

when performing

in unstructured departments were to be supported,
structuredness

scores

found in ^22

greater than the perceived structuredness
622^.

If

perceived

singificantly
scores

found in

the prediction that high Machs would become more

sensitive,

over time,

to structured characteristics when

performing in structured departments were to be supported,
perceived structuredness
nificantly
in ^2^2^.

less

found in F^2 would be sig¬

than perceived structuredness

Therefore,

considered were:

scores

scores

the relevant set of hypotheses

found

to be
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Hypothesis
H

0

F

:

F

4.3.1

= F

11

> F

11

Consequently,
Given this
become

H

12

:

Si
Si

4.3.1 the

4.3.2

S2
< G22

actual movement of perceived

scores was opposite the direction predicted.
H^^ under hypothesis

finding,

4.3.2 was

rejected.

the prediction that high Machs would

increasingly sensitive to structured characteris¬

tics when performing
supported.

in structured departments was

and ^^2'

was

significant at P _<

^ ^ value of

33 was obtained.

perceived structuredness
However,

This

U value

.01.)

In the case of hypothesis

dicted.

not

(Upon analyzing the actual difference between

Ffi

data,

0

12

For hypothesis
structuredness

Hypothesis

4.3.2,

scores was

actual movement of

in the direction pre¬

upon applying U test to the relevant

a U value of 123.5 was

nonsignificant at p £

.1.

though directionality was

obtained,

This

a value

found to be

finding indicated that even

consistent with hypothesis

4.3.2,

the prediction that low Machs would become

increasingly

sensitive to

when performing

unstructured characteristics,

in unstructured departments,

was

not

Before moving on to hypothesis
made to explain

the

supported.
5,

significant results

an attempt will be
obtained in

results which were opposite the direction predicted.

4.3.1,
The

concept of cognitive dissonance may offer a possible explan¬
ation.

Cognitive dissonance theory states

that

"two ele-
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ments

are

in a dissonant relation if,

two alone,

considering these

the obverse of one element would follow from

the other.When such cognitive inconsistency exists,
there

is

an

encing it to

attempt on

the part of the individual experi¬

reduce dissonance.

distort cognitive elements

One such technique is

so that they are no

to

longer in

conflict.
In the case of the high Mach performing in a struc¬
tured department
may be present
of his

for ^5 years,

the

following two cognitions

(assuming the high Mach

is cognitively aware

preferred dominant behavior and environment charac¬

teristics) :

(a)

I

(high Mach)

room for manipulation,
work environment,

and

prefer considerable

and control while performing
(b)

I

(high Mach)

ing in a work environment which does
freedom,

room for manipulation,

Consequently,
which are

As

am still function¬

not allow me much

faced with two cognitions

indicated above,

employed to reduce

this

conflict is

distort one of the

cognitive elements.

for the

one technique
individual to

Therefore,

Mach may cognitively distort his perception of

this

found within

cognitions

ceive the work environment as
ly is.

the high

structural

the structured department.

effort to reduce dissonance is

Mach must distort his

in my

or self control.

the high Mach is

in conflict.

characteristics

freedom,

to succeed,

the high

in such a way as

less

If

to per¬

restrictive than it real¬
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If this method of dissonance reduction were
operating under hypothesis
would not be as

4.3.1,

inconsistent as

An alternative explanation
in 4.3.1 may be

in fact

then obtained results

first believed.
for the

results

obtained

found in the Mach theory itself.

the behavioral characteristics

of the high Mach,

Given
it can

be argued that once within a department he will become
creasingly
cies.

familiar with its

Therefore,

as

regulations,

environment.
cal

regulations

relative to the

low Mach,

is

in

fact the case,

it is not illogi¬

to argue that once the high Mach masters

he will perceive it as

5:

Mach V scale
I-E scale

of any

or policies which are operative in his

If this

Hypothesis

and poli¬

time passes he should become a more

effective manipulator,
rules,

rules,

in¬

less

the situation,

restrictive.

Individuals who score high on the
(high Machs)

will score

low on the

(internals).

The Spearman Rank Correlation test produced an r^ which
was opposite
Table

6-10)

the direction predicted.
indicated that Mach

tively correlated,
tion,

i.e.,

although slight,

cated that subjects

r^ =

was

and

.253.

Results

(refer to

I-E scores were posi¬
This

positive

significant at p £

.01,

correla-'
and indi¬

scoring high on the Mach V scale would

also tend to score high on the

I-E scale.

It is

possible
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TABLE

6-10

Ranked Mach and I-E Scores
By Individual
Rank of
Mach
Score

mb

Rank of
I-E
Score

Subject
Number

Rank of
Mach
Score

Rank of
I-E
Score

1

37.5

15.5

51

62

15.5

2

52

22.5

52

1

78.5

3

29

4,5

53

52

31

4

5

64

54

3

44

5

27.5

31

55

73

72.5

6

89

44

56

91.5

95.5

7

11.5

2

57

43

15.5

8

62

56

58

15.5

64

9

91.5

91.5

59

95

91.5

10

8.5

2

60

15.5

31

11

98.5

44

61

43

44

12

74.5

44

62

43

44

13

8.5

64

63

52

84.5

14

52

9

64

95

84.5

15

87

56

64

27.5

15.5

97.5

66

81.5

84.5

16

8.5

17

43

44

67

35.5

44

18

62

91.5

68

70.5

56

19

15.5

15.5

69

100

72.5

20

81.5

70

62

72.5

21

95

71

76

97.5

22

27.5

9

72

43

99

23

35.5

56

73

98.5

56

43

31

74

52

25

81.5

44

75

27.5

44

26

34

64

76

74.5

2

27

27.5

15.5

77

97

24

.

9
15.5

9

64
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TABLE 6-10

(Continued)

28

62

84.5

78

15.5

56

29

15.5

72.5

79

88

72.5

30

27.5

22.5

80

81.5

64

31

68

84.5

81

27.5

44

32

81.5

84.5

82

43

56

33

37.5

94

83

2

34

62

44

84

20

35

27.5

22.5

85

91.5

64

36

15.5

44

86

81.5

44

37

81.5

31

87

52

38

20

31

88

70.5

22.5

39

81.5

4.5

89

62

31

40

27.5

22.5

90-

27.5

84.5

41

62

84.5

91

52

78.5

42

52

72.5

92

11.5

84.5

43

52

64

93

70.5

91.5

9

94

-

72.5
9

100

44

8.5

45

81.5

72.5

95

70.5

22.5

46

27.5

78.5

96

27.5

22.5

31

97

43

44

47

5

5

9

48

81.5

64

98

91.5

78.5

49

62

95.5

99

43

31

50

62

44

100

62

22.5
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that because each theory is based upon a different approach
to the concept of personality

(refer to page

82),

the pre¬

dicted relationship did not hold.

Hypothesis

6.1:

classified as
members

In departments

highly unstructured

of groups

spent within

O '

:

H

Hn :

H

1

The relevant I-E scores
columns

H

,

•

Whitney U test was
ses

6.1

through

was

encouraging as

and/or divisions

1

•1
T

•1

= H ^

•2

> H

^

•2

needed to test hypothesis

and H ^ of Table

6-11.

-

6.8.)

Initial

indication

the movement of
i.e.,

from 7.73

the £5 year group.
a U value of 414.5.
ability under
occurrence

(The Mann-

•A

from this

I-E scores was

the mean

I-E scores

found within unstructured departments

over time

6.1

used to test data relevant to hypothe¬

predicted direction,
viduals

of

a function of time.

H

found in

I-E scores

classified according to time

these departments

will decrease as

are

and/or divisions

data

in the

for indi¬
decreased

for the £4 year group to 5.29

for

This difference had associated with it
This value of

of p £

.0228.

U had a one tailed prob¬

Such

a low probability of

indicated that.the observed difference could

not be explained by chance.

As

a.result,

was

rejected
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TABLE 6-11
I-E Scores of Individuals
.In Unstructured
Departments And/Or Divisions*

£4 Years in
Department

£5 Years in
Department

Level

Level

Level

*Cells

contain individual

I-E scores.
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and

was

accepted.

hypothesis

These

findings

therefore supported

6.1.

Hypothesis

6.2:

In departments

and/or divisions

classified as highly structured I-E scores
members of groups

to time

spent within these departments

and/or divisions

will

time.

increase as

The relevant
are

classified according

of

a function of

I-E scores needed to test hypothesis

found in columns

sidering the mean
respectively,

and

I-E score

for each

hypothesis was

the actual movement of
tion predicted.
be noted that

of Table

As

the

6-12.

column,

Upon

8.16

con¬

and 7.0

found not to be supported as

I-E scores was opposite the direc¬

a result,

actual

was

rejected.

(It should

difference between columns

I

,

•

1,2 had associated with it a U value of
had a

6.2

331.

This

1

and

U value

.2027 probability of occurrence and consequently in¬

dicated that

the

Hypothesis

actual difference was

6.3:

ference between
as most senior
highly

nonsignificant.)

There will be a significant dif¬
I-E scores
(^5 years

for subjects

classified

in present department)

structured departments

in

and those classified
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TABLE

6-12

I-E Scores of individuals
In Structured
Departments &/or Divisions*

£4 Years in
Department

^ 5

Years in
Department

Level

Level

Level

*Cells

contain

individual

I-E scores
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as most senior in highly unstructured departments,
with the structured group being significantly
greater.
H

0

1

:

H• 2
0 =

I•2
0

:

H' ^
•2

I

In order to test hypothesis

<

^
•2

6.3,

columns

were compared with the prediction that
chastically larger than
data was
was

encouraging as

und 1^2

the

actual movement of

of p £

.0653.

of occurrence indicated that

was

the prediction that,
uals

was

I-E scores

which had a

Such a low probability

the obtained difference

could not be explained by chance.

rejected and

from this

The actual difference be¬

produced a U value of 166.5,

probability under

scores

would be sto¬

Initial indication

in the predicted direction.

tween H.2

^.2

accepted.

These

As

a result

findings

in
,

supported

when comparing the most senior individ¬

found in both structured and unstructured departments,

I-E scores

in

the structured group would bo significantly

greater.
As

a means of making complete use of the data available

in Tables

6-11 and 6-12,

it would again be profitable

consider the possible differences between levels.
the previous
al

argument that as

one moves

to

Recall

up the organization¬

structure departments become more unstructured.
Based upon the rationale presented in support of hy¬

pothesis

6.1,

it follows

that

I-E scores

found within de-
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partments
level,

should decrease

with the

as

lower scores

a function of organizational
appearing in departments

higher in the organization structure.

To

diction,

the following paired cells were

^22

^

32'

^

ll”^21'

o

:

«r

o

:

«r

^21

Ho=

H22

Hll

> H21

^1*

^22 ^

H32

Hypothesis

6.7

o

6.6

^21

^11 ^ ^21

Hypothesis
H

12”^22' and Ii2'^32-

^11

^11

:

^12

Hr
Hypothes is

p <

.05.

Hypothesis

= H32

I12

= ^22

Hr

h2

"

^22

•

6.8

^32

^12 ^ ^32

6.4

47 was obtained.
As

a result,

was

This

U was

and

a

significant at

rejected and

was

accepted.

6.5

In this

case,

the actual movement of

opposite the direction predicted.
hypothesis

6.5

H^:

Upon analyzing the difference between
U value of

^ll”^21^

^

Hypothesis

Hypothesis
H

analyzed^

6.4

Hypothesis
H

test this pre¬

6.5 was

rejected.

I-E scores was

Consequently,

under
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Hypothesis
Upon
value
p £

of

6.6
analyzing

63 was

.06.

As

Hypothesis

a

obtained.

and

case

posite

the

Hj^ was

rejected.

Therefore,
as

in

cases,

two

a

the

the

6.4

Hypothesis

same

7.1:

Externals,

departments

of

that

Upon

7.1

are

considering
and

70.22

to

supported,

at

accepted.

scores was
in

scores

each

op¬

case,

would de¬

level was

supported

locked

into

highly

will

greater dissatisfaction

in

the

same

department

for

ex¬
than
the

time.

found

o

in

the mean

:

^12

^22

-

^22

the

scores

cells

satisfaction

respectively,
as

I-E

and/or divisions

satisfaction-dissatisfaction

69.13
be

I-E

when

■^12

hypothesis

U

6.6.

H

The

was

Consequently

of organizational

performing

length

a

significant

and

actual movement of

significantly

internals

rejected

prediction

and

unstructured

was

and

U value was

predicted.

function

perience

This

between

6.8

direction

crease

difference

result,

6.7

In each

the

to

test

^22

Table

6-13.

scores

for each

cell,

hypothesis

average

needed

7.1 was

satisfaction

of

found not
subjects

in
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TABLE

6-13

Internal-External Satisfaction-Dissatisfaction
For Unstructured Departments*

£4

Years

in

£5

Department

Internal**

35
47

69
69

53
61
67

70
71

74

42

^11'

49
60
62

83

73

67

=

External

57
64

49
51
55

66
67
67

71
71
72

*Cells contain
**To obtain the
followed
subjects

83

^12

of

subjects

in

relationship.

the

cell

U value was
In

an

profitable

=

69.13

65
66

*^22

76
77

67

‘^22

median

score

greater

J2.2*

J^2

to

consider

as

than' the
was
was

explain
the

of
as

=

70.22

classifying those
Externals and

Internals.

average

opposite

^
at

these

p £

satisfaction

the predicted

rejected.

^22

nonsignificant

attempt
to

56
61

Consequently,

difference between
This

40
45
53

=

satisfaction-dissatisfaction scores.
internal-external split the researcher

actually

^22

^21

the accepted procedure
above the median score

those below

cell

77
77

^12

76
82

69 .9

73
75

^21

in

■

69
72

Jii

39
46

Years

Department

v]

77
79

Scores

(The

^ value

of

actual
60.5.

.1.)

results

it would be

actual m.ovement of

satisfaction-
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dissatisfaction
tation

refer

scores

over

to Figure

6-4.

FIGURE

time.

For

a graphic

represen¬

6-4

Average Satisfaction-Dissatisfaction
Scores For Internal and Externals
In Unstructured Departments

71
(70.22)

70

(69.13)

69

68
67

£4

Yeras

in

£5

Department

Considering
faciton

scores

observed over
it was

not

find

Although

to give

that a

personality would produce

in

the

the

internal

average

a

an

the

upward movement was

increase was

more
units

the one presented

substantial,

Nevertheless,

support

to

the

satisfying

conflict between

this

view

than

structure

that

the
and

increased dissatisfaction.

slight downward movement occurred

satisfaction-dissatisfaction

downward movement may be
to

satisfaction-dissatis-

significant.

unstructured

prediction

For

average

external,

statistically

individuals
study's

the

for the

increase would appear

in

Department

first

time.

Years

explained by

under hypothesis

an

score.

argument

2.2.

The

This
similar

internal
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may become accustomed to

the degree of self control

him and subsequently demand greater latitude
his own behavior so as
ever,

as

to increase his

indicated earlier,

in determining

self control.

constraints

reasonable to expect the

degree of

How¬

in the environment

often prevent such a demand from being met.
fore

afforded

It is

there¬

internal to experience some

increased dissatisfaction over time.

Whether these explanations

are

effect of the observed movement
faction scores

in

fact valid,

the net

in satisfaction-dissatis¬

caused expressed satisfaction of externals

to be higher than the expressed satisfaction of

internals

in the _>5 year group.

Hypothesis

7.2:

Internals,

structured departments

when

locked in highly

and/or divisions will ex¬

perience significantly greater dissatisfaction
than externals

performing in the same departments

and/or divisions

for the same
H

0

:

«r
In order to
to be

compared,

be stochastically

^22

^12

^12

test hypothesis
with

amount of time.

"

7.2,

^22
cells

the prediction being

larger than ^^2

K^2

^22

that K22 would
to Table

Upon considering the mean satisfaction scores

6-14).

for each cell.
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TABLE 6-14
Internal-External Satisfaction-Dissatisfaction Scores
For Structured Departments*

£4 Years in
Department
35
47
53
61
67
69

Internals

69
70
71
73
74
77

79
83

K

39
46
49
51
55
57

Externals

64
66
67
67
71
71

11

11

72
76
82
83

^19
IZ

66 .2

^12

Z1

40
45
53
56
61
65

66
76
77

66.35

^99
ZZ

^22

59

CO
•

21

42
49
60
62
67
69

69.29

72
73
75
77
77

K

£5 Years in
Department

=

1

*Cells contain individual satisfaction scores.

^12 ~ 66*2 and

= 59.89, hypothesis 7.2 was found not to

be supported, as the average satisfaction of subjects in
^12
in

greater than the average satisfaction of subjects
22'

^

'consequently,

was rejected.

(Analysis of the

actual difference produced a U value of’31.65.
was found not to be significant at p £

This U value

.1.)

In an attempt to explain these results, it may again
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be profitable to consider the actual movement of satisfac¬
tion scores over time.

For a graphic representation refer

to Figure 6-5.

FIGURE 6-5
Average Satisfaction-Dissatisfaction
Scores For Internals and Externals
In Structured Departments

66
65
64
63
62
61
60
59
5.4 Years in
Department

In that cells
cal

(66.29,

66.2,

^5 Years in
Department

and

were virtually identi¬

and 66.35 respectively),

the only appreci¬

able movement in average satisfaction occurred between
(66.35)

and K22

(59.89).

Consequently,

the downward move¬

ment in expressed satisfaction on the part of externals
produced results opposite to those predicted.

Furthermore,

the decline in satisfaction expressed by externals appeared
to give more support to the view that individuals find
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structured departments
prediction that when

dissatisfying,

than to the study's

a state of congruency exists between

the external's personality and departmental

structure ex¬

pressed satisfaction will remain constant or increase over
time.

As

for internals,

the

lack of any appreciable de¬

cline in satisfaction may indicate
havioral

they were more successful

than

in dealing with

a structured environment,

even

when it is

in conflict with

Hypothesis
effective

8:

than externals

paired cells ^2.1~^12

o

:

«r

hi

=

8 the percentages

found in the

statistically com¬

6-15 -- by using hypothesis

test¬

tested were:

8.1
to

Hypothesis

their personality.

^21~^22

refer to Table

The hypotheses

in moving out of environ¬

in conflict with

To test hypothesis

H

their personality.

Internals will be significantly more

ments which are

ing.

given their be¬

characteristics,

externals

pared —

that,

hi " h2

By analyzing the data

•

Hypothesis

8.2

H

h2

:

hi

h=

hi

o

in this manner,

^

h2

it was possible

to determine whether the differences between ^2^2.~^12
^2l''^22

explained by chance.

to be supported the percentage decline

If hypothesis
from

8 were

to h2 would
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TABLE 6-15
Percentage of Internals-Externals
Functioning Within Groups
Classified According To Type
Structure & Time Spent In Unit

£4 Years in
Department

^5 Years in
Department

hi
Percentage of
internals in
group.

Highly
Structured
Departments

h2

'

Percentage of
internals in
group.

45.2%

47.4%

i

hi
Percentage of
externals in
group.

Highly
Unstructured
Departments

^22
Percentage of
externals in
group.

53.84%

be significant,

33.33%

while the percentage decline

from

to

would not be significant.
Under

8.1

the actual percentage of

internals

found in

the ^4 year group and ^5 year group produced an increase

in

the observed percentage over time rather than the predicted
decline.

As

a result,

was

rejected.

the actual movement observed was
Consequently

In the case of

significant,

could not be rejected.

These

p =

8.2

.0173.

findings

there-
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fore did not support hypothesis

Hypothesis

9.1:

When functioning within highly

structured departments,
sitive

8.

than externals

internals will be more sen¬

to structural

characteristics

of such departments.

The relevant paired cells which had to be analyzed in
order to test hypothesis
fer to Table

6-16).

9.1 were

^12~^22

For hypothesis

9.1 to be supported

the perceived structuredness

scores' found in

should be significantly less

than the perceived structured¬

ness

^22*

scores

found in ^21

Whitney U test was

Hypothesis
H

0

:

«r

used to

U1

= M

21

M 11

< M

21

For hypothesis
M21 was

of U was

quite small.
44,

following hypotheses:

9.1.2

:

M

12

= M

22

»r

M

12

< M

22

H

0

9.1.1 the relationship between
i.e.,

significant at p £

^22

the Mann-

Hypothesis

accepted.

again as

.1.

72 was
As

obtained.

a result,

The actual

upon
This value

H^ was

re¬

relationship between

predicted but the difference was

The calculated U associated with
and was nonsignificant at p

H^ could not be rejected.

and

Furthermore,

the data a U value of

jected and H^ was

ence is

test the

•

as predicted,

analyzing

Therefore

9.1.1

M

and

These

<

findings

.1.

this
As

differ¬

a result.

indicated that
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TABLE

6-16

Perceived Structuredness Scores
For Internals and Externals
Performing In Structured Departments

£4 Years in
Department

13
20
23
23
24

24
24
24
25
25

£5 Years in
Department

M
^11

26
27
33
36

19
21
22
28
30

M

32
35
35
36
39

12

Internals
M

Externals

19
21
24
24
25

25
26
27
27
28

29
31
31
33
33
M

*Cells

11

21

24.79

34
36

Mi2 = 29. 7

•

M

21

■

25
25
26
27
29

27.82

M
^22

31
33
35
42

^22 ^

contain perceived structuredness

while

9.1 was

9.1.2

it was

supported directionally
only

33

scores.

in both 9.1.1 and

supported statistically

in 9.1.1.
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Hypothesis

9.2:

When

functioning within highly un¬

structured departments,

externals will be more

sensitive than internals
istics

to structural character¬

of such departments.

The paired cells which had to be analyzed in order to
test hypothesis
Table

6-17).

9.2 were

and N22^-N22

For hypothesis

ceived structuredness

scores

9.2

(refer to

to be supported the per¬

found in N2j^

and N22

should

be significantly greater than the perceived structuredness
scores

found in

to test the

0

:

“11

^11

9.2.1

score

Hypothesis
N

= ^21
<

0

;

N21

for

9.2.1
was

rejected.

75 which was

case of 9.2.2

and N22 was
analyzing

= N22

" ^22

score of ^22^*

(An analysis of the

duced a U value of

9.2.2

found to be slightly larger than the

tionship was opposite the one predicted.

In the

used

the average perceived structured¬

average perceived structuredness

v/as

^12

^12

For hypothesis
ness

Therefore the U test was

following hypotheses:

Hypothesis
H

and ^^^2*

the actual

consistent with

This

rela¬

Consequently,

H^

actual difference pro¬

nonsignificant at p £

.1)

relationship between

the study's

prediction.

the relevant perceived structuredness

Upon

scores

a U
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TABLE 6-17
Perceived Structuredness Scores
For Internals and Externals
Perfomina In Unstructured Departments

<4 Years in
Department

^5 Years in
Department

Internal

External

*Cells contain individual perceived structuredness
scores.

value of 46 v/as obtained.

This value of U was

be significant at p ^

These

pothesis

results

indicate that hy¬

9.2 v/as not supported statistically by either

9.2.1 or 9.2.2 but v/as
It is
time,

.1.

found not to

supported directionally

also v/orth noting

in

9.2.2.

the downward movement,

in the average perceived structurednesn
I

score

over
for

I

0

ternals.

The

reader v/ill

recall

the argument

prcjncjntc'd

in-
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under hypothesis

7.1 which stated that internals,

functioning within an unstructured department,
increasingly

accustomed to the degree of self

afforded them.
trol
his

the

In response to

internal may make

this

such demands

may become
control

felt loss of self

subsequent efforts

area of effective self control.

earlier,

when

con¬

to broaden

However,

as

indicated

often go unmet because of constraints

found within the environment.

If this

is

in

fact the case,

it was hypothesized that internals would experience some
measurable degree of dissatisfaction.
The present data indicates

that internals did in

perceive unstructured departments
longer they

as more restrictive

remained in such departments.

support must be considered weak as

ence was

not significant at p _<

Hypothesis
sensitivity

9.3:

partments with which
flict will
within

the actual differ¬

and externals

characteristics of de¬

their personality

increase as

a

However,

.1.

For both internals

to structural

the

Such movement

enhanced the credibility of the above argument.
this

fact

is

in con¬

function of time spent

that department.

The paired cells which had to be analyzed
test hypothesis

9.3 were ^21~^12

in order to

^2l''^22’

diction that externals will become more sensitive,

pre¬
over
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time,

to unstructured characteristics when performing in

unstructured units were to be supported,
turedness

scores

in N22 would be significantly greater than

the perceived structuredness
ly,

perceived struc¬

scores

found in

Similar¬

if the prediction that internals will become more sen¬

sitive,

over time,

to structured characteristics when per¬

forming

in structured departments were to be supported,

perceived structuredness
ly less

N21

:

'^21

considered:

Hypothesis

=

^22

H

<

N22
9.3.1 the

as predicted,

i.e.,

sequently,

M

^U1

= M

»r

M

< M

ship between
tion.

As

and M^2

a result,

H^ was

actual difference between
was

obtained.

11

This

12
12

relationship between

N22

> ^21*

rejected.

and

analysis of
51.5.

found to be nonsignificant at p

H^ could not be

9 jlI 2

:

0

the actual difference produced a U value of
value of U was

found in

9.3.1

For hypothesis
N22 was

scores

the following hypotheses were

Hypothesis

0

in M^2 would be significant¬

than perceived structuredness

Therefore,

H

scores

The

<

actual

This
.1.

Con¬

relation¬

opposite the study's predic¬
rejected.
and ^4^2^

U value was

(Upon analyzing the
^ U value of

significant at p _<

60.5
.1.)

It will be worth the•time and'effort to consider,
more

detail,

in

the significant results obtained under 9.3.2,
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results which are opposite
concept of

the predicted direction.

cognitive dissonance will

The

again be used to ex¬

plain why the perceived structuredness

scores

for internals

increased rather than decreased over time.

Refer back

hypothesis

cognitive dis¬

4.3.2

for a brief description of

to

sonance .
In the case of the high Mach performing in a struc¬
tured department for ^5 years,
may be present,
which

I

(a)

I

the

(internal)

following two cognitions

prefer an environment in

am afforded considerable self

(internal)
which does

control,

and

(b)

I

am still functioning within a work environment
not allow me much

my own behavior.

latitude in which to determine

Consequently,

the internal

is

faced with

two cognitions which are in conflict with one another.
Such a condition produces

a desire on the part of the

ternal to reduce the existing dissonance.
earlier,
the

indicated

one technique employed to reduce dissonance

individual

experiencing it,

cognitive elements.

Therefore,

ly distort his perception of

is
the

reduce dissonance is

internal may

structural

cognitions

vironment as

to succeed,

in such a way as

less

is

for

to distort one of the

found within the structured department.

his

As

in¬

cognitive¬

characteristics
If this

effort

to

the internal must distort
to perceive the work en¬

restrictive than it really is.

process of dissonance reduction was

in

If this

fact operating under
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hypothesis 9.3.2,

the obtained results would not have been

as inconsistent as first believed.
An alternative explanation for the results obtained
for hypothesis 9.3.2 may be found in the Internal-External
theory itself.
the internal,

Given the behavioral characteristics of
especially his alertness to environmental

cues and an inward desire to control,

it could be argued

that once within a structured department he would become
increasingly familiar with its rules,
policies.

Therefore,

regulations,

and

as time passes, he should become

more effective in dealing with an environment which at
first glance is in conflict with his personality.
is in fact the case,

If this

it is possible that over time he

would perceive the structured environment as less restric¬
tive .

Hypothesis 10:

Perceived structuredness scores ob¬

tained from department members will differ sig¬
nificantly from perceived structuredness scores
given by individuals outside that department.

In order to test hypothesis 10,

the perceived struc¬

turedness scores of individuals within a particular depart¬
ment was compared with the perceived structuredness scores
given by individuals outside that department.

Perceived

structuredness scores required for the actual testing of
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hypothesis

10

are

used to test the

Hypothesis
H

:

W

H, :
1

W

o

s

s

found in Table

6-18.

following set of hypotheses:

10.1
0

0

The U test was

Hypothesis
H

s

s

:

W

Hn :
1

W

o

u

10.2

= 0

u ^

0

u

u

where,
W
O
W
O

= perceived structuredness scores of in¬
dividuals within structured departments.
= perceived structuredness scores of in¬
dividuals outside structured departments.
= perceived structuredness scores of in¬
dividuals within unstructured departments.
= perceived structuredness scores of indi¬
viduals outside unstructured departments.

Upon considering the relevant data,
observed between
scores

differences were

the average perceived structuredness

given by individuals within and outside structured

and unstructured departments.
under hypothesis

Analysis of the difference

10.1 produced a U value of

value had a two tailed probability of p _<
small probability indicates

accepted.

As

426 was

obtained.

This

bility of occurrence of p _<
jected and H^ was

accepted.

ported hypothesis

10.

.146.

a result,

Similarly,

observed difference under hypothesis
of

This
Such

U
a

that the observed difference

could not be explained by chance.
jected and H^ was

330.

H^ was

re¬

upon analyzing

the

10.2,

a calculated U

U value had a two tailed proba¬
.00006.
These

As

a result,

findings

H^ was

re¬

therefore sup¬
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TABLE 6-18
Perceived Structuredness Scores
For Individuals Within and Outside
Structured and Unstructured Departments
Structured Departments
Scores of
Individuals
Inside
Department

19
20
21
23
23
24
24
25
25
25
26
27
29
31
32
33
33
33
33
35
35
36
36

Scores of
Individuals
Outside
Department
15
18
19
21.5
22
23
24
24
25
25.5
26
26.5
27
27
27.5
28
28
28.5
28.5
29.5
30.5
30.5
31
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Unstructured Departments
Scores of
Individuals
Inside
Department
12
15
17
19
19
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27
27
27
27
27
30
31
31
35
36

in
o

Scores of
Individuals
Outside
Department
32
34
34
34
34.5
34.5
35.5
35.5
36
36.5
36.5
36.5
37
37
37
37.5
37.5
37.5
38
38
38.5
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II

II

II
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FOOTNOTES

L. Festinger, A Thoery of Cognitive Dissonance/
Stanford, Stanford University Press, 1957, p. 13.

CHAPTER

VII

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The

findings presented in Chapter VI

tempt to bring theory and the

represent an at¬

real world closer together.

They indicated that theories of personality can offer mean¬
ingful

insights

within

the complex organization.

demonstrates
which many

into the behavior of individuals performing
However,

Chapter VI

also

that the real world is' a complex phenomena in

factors

simultaneously act upon the

individual

to determine behavior.
For high Machs
subjects

results

classified as

supported the

high Machs would move out of depart¬

ments which were in conflict with
This was

reflected in

argument that

the

their personalities.

lower scores

associated with

most senior members

of structured departments,

decline,

in

over time,

forming in such

units.
for low Machs was

not supported.

Two possible explanations were presented in an

ments,

the lack of movement,
on

and by the

the actual number of high Machs per¬

A similar prediction

explain

the

attempt

to

out of unstructured depart¬

the part of low Machs.

First,

subjects were

found

to experience significantly greater satisfaction while per¬
forming in

unstructured departments.

viduals may have been
units.

Generalizing

less
this

Consequently,

indi¬

desirous of moving out of such
finding

to subjects

classified as
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low Machs,

it would be

logical

an unstructured department
leaving

to argue that once within

they would be

less

desirous

of

these units.

A second explanation may be
Theory itself.
structural

The relevant point is

conditions

personality,

are

that even though

in conflict with

the

low Mach's

he will still maintain a follower or non-in¬

itiating posture.

As

a result,

make a significant effort
partments.

found within Machiavellian

In fact,

vironmental cues,

the

low Mach is

unlikely

to

to move out of unstructured de¬

because he

is

less

responsive to en¬

he may be missing opportunities

of easy

access out of unstructured departments.
Research findings

also offered partial

support for the

prediction that Mach scores would be greater in departments
found higher in the organizational
cases

tested,

structure.

In the

five

four were directionally consistent with the

above proposition,

with two of these differences

being sta¬

tistically significant.

Only one difference

difference observed)

opposite the predicted direction.

In
results

the area of

was

individual

did not support the

(the smallest

satisfaction-dissatisfaction,

argument that low Machs,

locked into unstructured departments,

when

would experience sig¬

nificantly more dissatisfaction than high Machs performing
in

the same department for the

stead,

same

amount of time.

In¬

a significant downward movement appeared in the

satis-
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faction-dissatisfaction scores

expressed by high Machs per¬

forming in unstructured departments.
tion

for this

unexpected result was

A possible explana¬
reflected in

ment of expressed perceived structuredness
Machs,
ments

i.e.,

the high Machs

as more

units.

restrictive

In response

high Machs may
such demands

of high

perceived unstructured depart¬

the

longer they remained in such

to this perceived loss

demand even greater

go unmet,

scores

the move¬

of

freedom,

freedom over time.

If

and they often do because of con¬

straints within the environment,

high Machs

should experi¬

ence some measurable degree of increased dissatisfaction.
Although no direct support was

obtained for the argu¬

ment

that high Machs would experience greater dissatisfac¬

tion

than low Machs while performing in highly structured

departments,

the actual movement of expressed satisfaction-

dissatisfaction

scores

offered partial support to

lying rationale upon which this
was

argued,

the

for high Machs

tial,

was

declined over time,

In both cases
not

prediction was built.

while the average

for low Machs

the movement,

although substan¬

statistically sign.i f icant.

findings

produced.partial

er's predictions.
tion,

satis¬

increased

Upon considering perceived structuredness
actual

As

average satisfaction-dissatisfaction scores

faction-dissatisfaction scores
over time.

the under¬

scores,

support for the research¬

Under the unstructured,

^5 year condi¬

low Machs when compared to high Machs did perceive
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their work environment as more unstructured.
the observed difference was
nificant.

Furthermore,

found to be statistically sig¬

Under the structure,

£4 year condition,

high

Machs when compared to low Machs

did perceive their work

environment as

Although this

more

consistent with

structured.-

result was

the researcher's prediction it was

found

not to be statistically significant.
It was

also argued that both high and low Machs would

become more

sensitive

to structural characteristics

the

longer they remained within departments which were in con¬
flict with

their personality.

The movement of expressed

perceived structuredness

scores

tive of this

but the

prediction,

significant.

as

suppor¬

actual difference was

not

For the high Mach the movement of perceived

structuredness
In fact,

for low Machs was

scores was

opposite the direction predicted.

the high Mach perceived structured departments

significantly

less

structured over time.

The concept of cognitive dissonance offered a possi¬
ble explanation for

this

unexpected result.

presence of dissonance there
the individual
state.

is

experiencing it,

an effort,
to remove

Given

the

on the part of
this

tension

'T’he high Mach performing within a structured de¬

partment,. for an extended period of time,
sonance because while he prefers
ment he has

allowed himself to be

experiences

dis¬

an unstructured depart¬
locked into a structured
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department.

Therefore,

the high Mach may cognitively dis¬

tort his perception of structural characteristics
found within structured departments.
reduce dissonance is
to distort his

to succeed,

cognitions

w*ork environment as

less

effort to

the high Mach would have

in such a way as

to perceive the

restrictive.

A second possible explanation
sult was

If this

actually

for this

found in the Mach theory itself.

unexpected re¬
Given the be¬

havioral characteristics of the high Mach,

it is

reasonable

to argue that once within a structured department he will
become increasingly
regulations.

familiar with

Therefore,

as

policies,

his behavior.

policies,

he should become

relative to the low Mach,

to argue

in fact the

case,

then it would

that once the high Mach masters

the situation he would perceive it as

less

restrictive.

Upon analyzing the relationship between the
external variable
the
ings

and

and regulations which might restrict

If this were

not be illogical

rules,

time passes,

more effective in manipulating,
any rules,

its

internal-

and degree of departmental structure,

following results were obtained.

First,

actual

find¬

supp>orted the argument that externals would move out

of depar+-ments v;hich were
ities.

This was

ated with
ments,

in conflict with their personal¬

demonstrated by the

the most senior members

and by

the decline,

lower scores

associ¬

in unstructured depart¬

over time,

in the

actual number
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of externals performing in such departments.
prediction

for internals was

Study results
prediction that

tested,

organizational

structure.

In the five

two were in the predicted direction.

Of the

opposite

for the

I-E scores would be lower in departments

of these two cases was
cant.

not supported.

also produced partial support

found higher in the
cases

A similar

three

Each

found to be statistically signifi¬

instances

the one predicted,

in which the direction was

only one difference was

sig¬

nificant.
In the area of individual satisfaction-dissatisfac¬
tion,

results

did not support the prediction that exter¬

nals,

when locked into highly unstructured departments,

would experience
than internals

significantly greater dissatisfaction

performing

same length of time.

in the same department for the

Instead,

a downward movement appeared

in the expressed satisfaction-dissatisfaction scores

of in¬

ternals .
A possible explanation of these unexpected results was
reflected in
ness

scores

departme’^ts,
as more

the movement of expressed perceived structured¬
of

internals while performing in unstructured

i.e.,

internals

perceived unstructured units

restrictive the longer they remained in such units.

In response to this perceived loss

of self

nals may demand even higher levels

of self control over

time.

If such demands

go unmet,

control,

inter¬

because of constraints
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within the environment,
policy,

i.e.,

or underlying factors

leadership style,

corporate

in the environment,

inter¬

nals may experience increased dissatisfaction over time.
It should also be noted that under the unstructured
condition,

the average satisfaction score

demonstrated a considerable

for externals

increase over time.

This

in¬

crease appeared to give more support to the view that in¬
dividuals

find unstructured units

satisfying than to the pre¬

diction that a conflict between structure and personality
would produce increased dissatisfaction.
The study's
ment that

finding also

internals,

departments,

failed to support

the argu¬

when locked into highly structured

would experience greater dissatisfaction than

externals performing within the same unit(s)
amount of time.

In

for the same

fact while the average satisfaction-

dissatisfaction scores

for internals

remained constant a

considerable downward trend appeared in the satisfactiondissatisfaction scores
This
scores,

for externals.

decrease in average

satisfaction-dissatisfaction

on the part of externals,

support to the view that

appeared to give more

individuals

find structured units

dissatisfying than to the prediction that a harmonious
state between the subject's
structure would produce
the

internals,

the

personality and departmental

increased satisfaction.

lack of

any

appreciable

change

As

for

in aver-
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age

satisfaction-dissatisfaction scores,

indicate that,

given their behavioral

were more successful than externals
tured environment.
even

Furthermore,

though structural

over time,

may

characteristics,

they

in dealing with a struc¬

this

appeared to be

characteristics

are

true

in conflict with

their personality.
The present study also considered whether the interac¬
tion between personality and departmental structure would
have an effect on
structure.

the subject's

The prediction that internals would be more

sensitive than externals
highly

perception of environmental

to structural

structured departments was

in both

supported directionally

the £4 year and £5 year group.

group was

characteristics of

Only the £4 year

found to be statistically significant.

The related prediction that externals would be more
sensitive than internals

to highly structured departments

did not obtain the degree of support experience by the pre¬
vious

case.

This particular prediction was

only supported

directionally in the £5 year group.
Finally,

the

nals would become

argument

that both internals

increasingly sensitive to structural

characteristics,

the

in conflict with

their personality,

longer they

remained within departments
was

the expressed perceived structuredness
However,

and exter¬

only supported by
scores of externals.

the movem.ent of perceived structuredness

scores

of
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internals

again indicates

that

the process of dissonance

reduction may be affecting their expressed beliefs.
was

the case

departments,
as

less

for the high Machs
the

As

performing in structured

internal perceived his work environment

restrictive the

longer he

reamined in structured

units.
It is possible that internals who remained in a struc¬
tured environment will

experience some degree of dissonance

For although he prefers
he

an unstructured work environment,

allowed himself to become

environment.

Therefore,

the

tort his perception of the

locked into a structured work
internal may cognitively dis¬

structural

characteristics

tually found within structured departments.

If this effort

to reduce dissonance were to be successful,
would have to distort his

cognitions

perceive the work environment as

less

A second possible explanation
found inthe Internal-External
behavioral
alertness
trol,

such a way as

policies

itself.

internal,

and an

increasirgly

and regulations.

he should become more effective
ment which at

first glance

is

to

restrictive.

Given

the

especially his

inward desire

it could be argued that once within

partment he would become
rules,

cues

the internal

for these results was

theory

characteristics of the
to environmental

in

ac¬

to con

a structured de¬

familiar with

Therefore,

as

its

time passes

in dealing with an environ¬

in conflict with his

person-
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ality.

If this

is

in

fact

the

case,

it is possible that

over time he would perceive the structured environment as
less

restrictive.
In addition to the above,

the present study sought to

relate the two major measures of personality.
sidering the behavioral

characteristics

the high Mach and internal,

After con¬

associated with

it was believed reasonable to

expect individuals who scored high on the Mach V test to
score

low on the

cated that

I-E scale.

there was

tion helps

actual results

indi¬

a slight positive correlation between

Mach and I-E scores.
diction was

However,

Consequently,

not supported.
explain the

This

this particular pre¬

slight positive correla¬

following results:

(a)

although

high Mach demonstrated an ability to move out of struc¬
tured departments,

over time,

internals

a similar ability when performing
and

(b)

although externals

in structured departments,

demonstrated an ability

out of unstructured departments,
not demonstrate

did not demonstrate

over time,

to move

low Machs

did

a like ability when performing in unstruc¬

tured departments.
Two major findings brought out by this
be discussed.

study remain to

The first dealt with the general relation¬

ship between

the degree of structure

environment,

and the degree of satisfaction expressed by

the employee.
agreement)

found within a work

The second dealt with the agreement

(or dis¬

between the perceptions of individuals perform-
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ing within a particular department and individuals outside
that department.
In the area of general satisfaction,
that individuals

it was

observed

generally expressed greater satisfaction

when performing in unstructured departments

and greater

dissatisfaction when performing in structured departments.
Consequently,
scores

upon comparing satisfaction-dissatisfaction

of individuals

in unstructured departments with

those expressed by individuals

in structured units,

higher

satisfaction scores were obtained from those individuals
perform.ing in unstructured departments.
several

instances

Furthermore,

in

the direct tie between satisfaction and

degree of structuredness

outweighed the effects

of

conflict

or harmony between an individual's personality and degree
of structure.
In the area of perception,

the study's

results

sup¬

ported the prediction that there would be no agreement be¬
tween perceived structuredness

scores

of subjects within a

given department and perceived structuredness
subjects

outside that department.

scores

of

Although both structured

and unstructured conditions produced significant differen¬
ces,

the most striking difference

tured case.

In fact,

tured departments was

appeared in the unstruc¬

the difference observed for unstruc¬
almost

four- times

as

great as

difference observed for structured departments.
finding offered further support to the

the

This

last

argument that indi-
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viduals both enjoy and demand high levels
performing

of

freedom while

in complex organizations.

Given the above

results,

the researcher believes

although several predictions were not supported,
able

insight was

gained into the possible

that

consider¬

relationships

between several key variables which simultaneously act upon
the employee to determine behavior.

However,

noted that

a longitudinal one,

and as

the present study was

not

it should be

such may have prevented the accurate measurement of

^expected results.

Therefore,

replication of this

given the opportunity,

study based upon

a

longitudinal data would

be most profitable.
The

researcher also believes

indicate several directions

future

that

the above results

research might move,

in

an attempt to clarify some of the ambiguities brought up
by

this

study.

First,

a specific effort should be made to

more accurately measure

the

of time an individual spends

relationship between the length
in a work environment and the

developed perception of structural
are

characteristics which

in conflict with his personality.

be beneficial to measure
and high Machs

Secondly,

the degree to which both

ment for an extended period of

plays

internals

adjust to and/or manipulate structural

acteristics when performing in a highly

sirable

it would

to determine

the

actual

time.

char¬

structured environ¬

It v/ould also be de¬

role dissonance

reduction

in developing an employee's perceptions when perform-
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ing in an enviornment which is
sonality.

Finally,

in conflict with his per¬

it would be profitable to study the

relationship between the key variables brought out in this
study

(personality,

differences,

departmental structure,

and differences

performance of

employees.

perceptual

in satisfaction),

and past

A clarification of these

areas would add much to the generalizability of this
search project.

four
re¬
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MACH V SCALE

You will find 20 groups of statements listed below.
Each group is composed of three statements.
Each state¬
ment refers to a way of thinking about people or things
in general.
They reflect opinions and not matters of
fact -- there are no "right" or "wrong" answers and dif¬
ferent people have been found to agree with different
statements.
Please read each of the three statements in each
group.
Then decide first which of the statements is most
true or comes the closest to describing your own beliefs.
Circle a plus (+) in the space provided on the answer sheet.
Just decide which of the remaining two statements is
most false or is the farthest from your own beliefs.
Cir¬
cle the minus (-) in the space provided on the answer
sheet.
Here
A.
B.
C.

is

an example:

It is easy to persuade people but hard
to keep them persuaded.
Theories that run counter to common sense
are a waste of time.
It is only common sense to go along with
what other people are doing and not be
too different.

Most
True

Most
False

+

©
+

In this case, statement B would be the one you believe
in most strongly and A and C would be ones that are not as
characteristic of your opinion.
Statement C would be the
one you believe in least strongly and is least character¬
istic of your beliefs.
You will find some of the choices easy to make; others
will be quite difficult.
Do not fail to make a choice no
matter how hard it may be.
You will mark two statements in
each group of three — the one that comes the closest to
your own beliefs with a + and the one farthest from your
beliefs with a -.
The remaining statement should be left
unmarked.
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Do not omit any groups of statements
Most
True

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Most
False

+

A.

+

B.

+

C.

+

A.

+

B.

+

C.

+

A.

+

B.

+

C.

+

A.

+

B.

+

C.

t
+

A.
B.

+

C.

It takes more imagination to be a suc¬
cessful criminal than a successful
businessman.
The phrase, "the road to hell is paved
with good intentions" contains a lot
of truth.
Most men forget more easily the death
of their father than the loss of their
property.
Men are more concerned with the car
they drive than with the clothes their
wives wear.
It is very important that imagination
and creativity in children be culti¬
vated.
People suffering from incurable diseases
should have the., choice of being put
painlessly to death.
Never tell anyone the real reason you
did something unless it is useful to
do so.
The well-being of the individual is the
goal that should be worked for before
anything else.
Once a truly intelligent person makes
up his mind about the answer to a prob¬
lem he rarely continues to think about it.
People are getting so lazy and self-in¬
dulgent that it is bad for our country.
The best way to handle people is to tell
them what they want to hear.
It would be a good thing if people were
kinder to others less fortunate than
themselves.
Most people are basically good and kind.
The best criteria for a wife or husband
is compatibility—other characteristics
are nice but not essential.
Only after a man has gotten V7hat he
v/ants from life should he concern him¬
self with the injustices in the world.
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6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

+

A.

+

B.

+

C.

+

A.

+

B.

+

C.

+

A.

+

B.

+

C.

+

A.

+
+

B.
C.

+

A.

+

B.

+

C.

Most people who get ahead in the world
lead clean, moral lives.
Any man worth his salt shouldn't be
blamed for putting his career above
his family.
People would be better off if they were
concerned less with how to do things
and more with what to do.
A good teacher is one who points out
unanswered questions rather than gives
explicit answers.
When you ask someone to do something
for you, it is best to give the real
reasons for wanting it rather than
giving reasons which might carry more
weight.
A person's job is the best single guide
as to the sort of person he is.
The construction of such monumental
works as the Egyptian pyramids was
worth the enslavement of the workers
who built them.
Once a way of handling problems has
been worked out it is best to stick
to it.
One should take action only when sure
that it is morally right.
The world would be a much better place
to live in if people would let the
future take care of itself and concern
themselves only with enjoying the
present.
It is wise to flatter important people.
Once a decision has been made, it is
best to keep changing it as new circum¬
stances arise.
It is a good policy to act as if you
are doing the things you do because you
have no othe"*^ choice.
The biggest difference between most
criminals and other people is that crim¬
inals are stupid enough to get caught.
Even the most hardened and vicious
criminal has a spark of decency some¬
where within him.
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11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

+

A.

+

B.

+

C.

+

A.

+

B.

+

C.

+

A.

+

B.

+

C.

+

A.

+
+

B.
C.

+

A.

+

B.

+

C.

+

A.

+

B.

+

C.

All in all, it is better to be humble
and honest than to be important and
dishonest.
A man who is able and willing to work
hard has a good chance of succeeding
in whatever he wants to do.
If a thing does not help us in our
daily lives, it isn't very important.
A person shouldn't be punished for
breaking a law which he thinks is un¬
reasonable .
Too many criminals are not punished
for their crime.
There is no excuse for lying to some¬
one else.
Generally speaking, men won't work hard
unless they're forced to do so.
Every person is entitled to a second
chance, even after he commits a serious
mistake.
People who can't make up their minds
aren't worth bothering about.
A man's first responsibility is to his
wife, not his mother.
Most men are brave.
It's best to pick friends that are in¬
tellectually stimulating rather than
ones it is comfortable to be around.
There are very few people in the world
worth concerning oneself about.
It is hard to get ahead without cutting
corners here and there.
A capable person motivated for his own
gain is more useful to society than a
well-meaning but ineffective one.
It is best to give others the impres¬
sion that you can change your mind
easily.
It is a good working policy to keep on
good terms with everyone.
Honesty is the best policy in all cases.
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17.

18.

19.

20.

+

A.

+

B.

+

C.

+

A.

+

B.

+

C.

+

A.

+

B.

+

C.

+

A.

+

B.

+

C.

It is possible to be good in all re¬
spects .
To help oneself is good; to help others
even better.
War and threats of war are unchangeable
facts of human life.
Barnum was probably right when he said
that there's at least one sucker born
every mintue.
Life is pretty dull unless one deliber¬
ately stirs up some excitement.
Most people would be better off if they
controlled their emotions.
Sensitivity to the feelings of others
is worth more than poise in social
situations.
The ideal society is one where every¬
body knows his place and accepts it.
It is safest to assume that all people
have a vicious streak and it will come
out when they are given a chance.
People who talk about abstract problems
usually don't know what they are talking
about.
Anyone who completely trusts anyone else
is asking for trouble.
It is essential for the functioning of
a democracy that everyone votes.
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I-E SCALE

Directions:

You will find 29 groups of statements listed
below.
Each group is composed of two state¬
ments.
Each statement refers to a way of
thinking about people or things in general.
They reflect opinions and not matters of fact.
There are no right or wrong answers and dif¬
ferent people have been found to agree with
different statements.
Please read each of the two statements in
each group.
Then decide which of the state¬
ments is most true or comes the closest to
describing your own beliefs.
Circle your
answer, a or b.
Do not omit any groups of statements.

1.

a.
b.

Children get into trouble because their parents
punish them too much.
The trouble with most children nowadays is that
their parents are too easy with them.

2.

a.

Many of the unhappy things in people's lives are
partly due to bad luck.
b. People's misfortunes result from the mistakes
they make.

3.

a.
b.

4.

a.
b.

One of the major reasons why we have wars is be¬
cause people don't take enough interest in politics,
There will always be wars, no matter how hard peo¬
ple try to prevent them.
In the long run people get the respect they deserve
in this world.
Unfortunately, an individual's worth often passes
unrecognized no matter how hard he tries.

5.

a.

The idea that teachers are unfair to students is
nonsense.
b. Most students don't realize the extent to which
. their grades are influenced by accidental happenings.

6.

a.

Without the right breaks one cannot be an effec¬
tive leader.
b. Capable people who fail to become leaders have not
taken advantage of their opportunities.
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7.

a.
fe.

8.

a.
b.

9.

a.
b.

10.

a.
b.

11.

a.
b.

12.

a•
b.

No matter how hard you try some people just don't
like you.
People who can't get others to like them don't
understand how to get alcng with others.
Heredity plays the major role in determining one's
personality.
It is one's experiences in life which determine
what they're like.
I have often found that what is going to happen
will happen.
Trusting to fate has never turned out as well for
me as making a decision to take a definite course
of action.
In the case of the well prepared student there is
rarely if ever such a thing as unfair tests.
Many times exam questions tend to be unrelated to
course work that studying is really useless.
Becoming a success is a matter of hard work, luck
has little or nothing to do with it.
Getting a good job depends mainly on being in the
right place at the right time.
The average citizen can have an influence in gov¬
ernment decisions.
This world is run by the few people in power, and
there is not much the little guy can do about it.

b.

When I make plans, I am almost certain that I can
make them work.
It is not always wise to plan too far ahead because
many things turn out to be a matter of good or bad
fortune anyhow.

14.

a.
b.

There are certain people who are
There is some good in everybody.

15.

a.

In my case getting what I want has little or nothing
to do with luck.
Many times we might just as well decide what to do
by flipping a coin.

13.

a.

b.

16.

a.
b.

just no good.

Who gets to be boss often depends on who was lucky
enough to be in the right place first.
Getting people to do the right things depends upon
ability, luck has little or nothing to do with it.
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17.

a.

b.

18.

a.

As far as world affairs are concerned, most of us
are victims of forces we can neither understand,
nor control.
By taking an active part in political and social
affairs the people can control world events.

b.

Most people don't realize the extent to which their
lives are controlled by accidental happenings.
There really is no such thing as "luck."

19.

a.
b.

One should always be willing to admit mistakes.
It is usually best to cover up one's mistakes.

20.

a.

It is hard to know whether or not a person really
likes you.
How many friends you have depends upon how nice a
person you are.

b.

21.

a.
b.

22.

a.
b.

23.

a.
b.

24.

a.
b.

25.

a.
b.

26.

a.
b.

In the long run the bad things that happen to us
are balanced by the good ones.
Most misfortunes are the result of lack of ability,
ignorance, laziness, or all three.
with enough effort we can wipe out political cor¬
ruption.
It is difficult for people to have much control
over the things politicians do in office.
Sometimes I can't understand how teachers arrive
at the grades they give.
There is a direct connection between how hard I
study and the grades I get.
A good leader expects people to decide for them¬
selves what they should do.
A good leader makes it clear to everyone what
their jobs are.
Many times I feel that I have little influence
over the things that happen to me.
It is possible for me to believe that chance or
luck plays an important part in my life.
People are lonely because they don't try to be
friendly.
There's not much use in trying too hard to please
people, if they like you, they like you.
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27.

a.
b.

There is too much emphasis on athletics in high
school.
Team sports are an excellent way to build character.

2 8.

a.
b.

What happens to me is my own doing.
Sometimes I feel that I don't have enough control
over the direction my life is taking.

29.

a.

Most of the time I can't understand why politicians
behave the way they do.
In the long run the people are responsible for bad
government on a national as well as on a local level

b.

/
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Directions:

1.

The following questionnaire is designed to
assess your impression of the degree of
structure found within your department.
Therefore, based upon personal experience,
rate your department in terms of the follow¬
ing six scales.
Each scale ranges from
highly structured to highly unstructured, or
vice versa.
Read each scale carefully and
circle the item most appropriate to your
department.
As best possible imagine that
the gradations represent proportional dis¬
tances on a 1 - 9 scale, with 5 represent¬
ing a mid point on each scale.

Little or No Room
For Improvision

Considerable Room
For Improvision

(This scale refers to the degree to which individuals
within your department find it possible to improvise,
innovate, or alter standard procedures.)
1 :
Very
Limited

2.

2:3:
Quite SomeLimwhat
ited
Limited

Ambiguous (unclear)
Means to Ends

4
:
5__ :
6
:
1 :
8 :
9
Slightly Mid
Slight- Some- Quite Very
Limited
Point ly Free what
Free
Free
Free

Unambiguous (clear)
Means to Ends

(If steps required to achieve department's objectives
are clear, uncomplicated, or repetitious the depart¬
ment experiences unambiguous means to ends.
If they
are unclear, complicated, or unique the department
faced ambiguous means to ends.)
_9:8:
Very Quite
AmA-mbig.
big.

6
:
5
:
4
:
3_:
_7_:
Slight- SomeSome- Slightly Mid
Ambig.
Point ly Unwhat
what
ambig.
UnamAmbig.
big.

_
Quite Very
Unam- Unambig.
big.
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3.

High Degree of
Preplanned Behavior

No Real Evidence of
Preplanned Behavior

(Preplanned behavior exists when others, superiors for
example, establish work activities performed by indi¬
viduals within your department.)
1 :
2
:
3 :
Very Quite SomeHigh High
what
High

4.

4_:
5
:
6
:
7 ;
8
:
9
Slight- Mid
Slight- SomeQuite
Very Un
ly High Point ly Unwhat
Unplanned
planned Unplanned
planned

Feedback Only After
Considerable Delay

Rapid or Instant
Feedback

(Feedback as to results of individual efforts, changing
conditions - internal or external to the department or any other information which might clarify one's
position).
9:8
: 7
:
6
: 5_:
4
: _3_: __1_
Very
Quite Some- Slight-Mid
.Slight- Some- Quite Very
DeDewhat
ly De- Point ly
what
Rapid Rapid
layed layed Delayed
Rapid
Rapid
layed
5.

High Reliance
on Rules

Little or No
Reliance on Rules

(Rules defined as specific statements
be done given certain conditions)
1:2:3:
Very Quite SomeHigh High
what
High

Unstable External
Environment

as

to what should

4
:
4
:
_2
SlightMid
SlightSome- Quite
ly High Point ly Free
what
Free
of Rules Free
of
of
Rules
Rules

:

1
Very
Free
of
Rules

Stable External
Environment

(External environment refers to areas outside the depart¬
ment in which you work, but with which you have con¬
siderable contact.
Therefore, external environment may
refer to areas inside your company but outside your de¬
partment, or areas outside the organization itself.
You might want to consider s-uch items as:
relations
with others, flow of inputs, information, changes in
technology, prices, etc.)
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2
; _1_
_9_:
8
: _7_:
6
:_
4
:
3 :
Quite
Very
Very
Slight-Mid
Quite
SomeSlight-SomeStable Stable
Un¬
ly Un- Point ly
UnWhat
what
stable stable Un¬
stable
Stable Stable
stable
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JOB QUESTIONNAIRE
Some jobs are more interesting and satisfying
than others.
We want to know how people feel
about their position.
This questionnaire con¬
tains eighteen statements about jobs.
You
are to circle the phrase below each statement
which best describes how you feel about your
position.
There are no right or wrong answers.
We should like your honest opinion of each one
of the statements.

1.

My

job

is

like a hobby to me.

STRONGLY AGREE AGREE UNDECIDED DISAGREE STRONGLY DISAGREE
2.

My job is usually interesting enough to keep me
getting bored.

from

STRONGLY AGREE AGREE UNDECIDED DISAGREE STRONGLY DISAGREE
3.

It seems
jobs.

that my

friends

are more interested in their

STRONGLY AGREE AGREE UNDECIDED DISAGREE STRONGLY DISAGREE
4.

I

consider my

job rather unpleasant.

STRONGLY AGREE AGREE UNDECIDED DISAGREE STRONGLY DISAGREE
5.

I enjoy my work more than my

leisure time.

STRONGLY AGREE AGREE UNDECIDED DISAGREE STRONGLY DISAGREE
6.

Most of the time

I have to

force myself to go to work.

STRONGLY AGREE AGREE UNDECIDED DISAGREE STRONGLY DISAGREE
7.

I

feel

fairly well

satisfied with my present position.

STRONGLY AGREE AGREE UNDECIDED DISAGREE STRONGLY DISAGREE
8.

I am often bored with my

job.

STRONGLY AGREE AGREE UNDECIDED DISAGREE STRONGLY DISAGREE
9.

I
I

feel that my
could get.

job

is no more interesting than others

STRONGLY AGREE AGREE UNDECIDED DISAGREE STRONGLY DISAGREE
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10.

I am satisfied with my

job

for the time being.

STRONGLY AGREE AGREE UNDECIDED DISAGREE STRONGLY DISAGREE
11.

I definitely dislike my work.
STRONGLY AGREE AGREE UNDECIDED DISAGREE STRONGLY DISAGREE

12.

I feel that
people.

I am happier in my work than most other

STRONGLY AGREE AGREE UNDECIDED DISAGREE STRONGLY DISAGREE
13.

Most days

I am enthusiastic about my work.

STRONGLY AGREE AGREE UNDECIDED DISAGREE STRONGLY DISAGREE
14.

Each day of work seems

like it will never end.

STRONGLY AGREE AGREE UNDECIDED DISAGREE STRONGLY DISAGREE
15.

I like my

job better than the

average employee does.

STRONGLY AGREE AGREE UNDECIDED DISAGREE STRONGLY DISAGREE
16.

My

job

is

pretty uninteresting.

STRONGLY AGREE AGREE UNDECIDED DISAGREE STRONGLY DISAGREE
17.

I

find real enjoyment

in my work.

STRONGLY AGREE AGREE UNDECIDED DISAGREE STRONGLY DISAGREE
18.

I am disappointed that

I

ever took this position.

STRONGLY AGREE AGREE UNDECIDED DISAGREE STRONGLY DISAGREE
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RESEARCHER'S EXPLANATION LETTER
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AMHERST, MASSACHUSETTS 01002

Dear

:

I have been given permission by Mr, F.L. Smith, General
Personnel Supervision at XYZ, to contact you and ask that
you please take part in a study I am conducting in con¬
junction with my Ph.D. in Business Administration at the
University of Massachusetts.
I propose to use three factors, two related to behavior
and the third to organizational structure, to determine
whether such factors can be useful in predicting individ¬
ual differences in:
a)
b)
c)
d)

mobility
satisfaction-dissatisfaction
likelihood of success, and
awareness of departmental structure.

The information required for my study will be obtained
from the four short questionnaires enclosed.
I would ap¬
preciate it if you would fill them out in the next week
and return them to Mr. Smith's Office.
If you have any
questions regarding these questions please contact either
L. Benton (354-3394) or J. Hamton (354-3385) at 313 Main
St., Trenton.
A return envelope has been provided for
your convenience.
To insure that your responses will be anonymous, records
will be kept by number rather than by an individual's
name.
Furthermore, in the study itself, such data will be
presented in grouped fashion thereby making it impossible
to distinguish individual backgrounds.
For my project to be successful as well as meaningful, I
must have the data from the enclosed forms.
I appreciate
your cooperation in helping me obtain the required inform¬
ation, and will take this opportunity to thank you for your
time and effort.
I will also send you a summary of the
study's conclusions as soon as my project is completed.
Sincerely,

Laird W. Mealiea
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SUPPORT LETTER FROM COMPANY

March 16,

1972

Mr. L. Mealiea, a graduate student at the University
of Massachusetts, is completing his Ph.D. thesis, and
needs data from industry in order to substantiate his
hypotheses.
As we would like to cooperate with Mr. Mealiea and
the University, we have selected 100 names of individuals
which we feel are representative of all departments and
types of jobs.
Please take a few minutes to complete the
attached questions and then return them in the enclosed
envelope.
Neither XYZ nor the respondents will be identi¬
fied with the study.
Your help

is

greatly appreciated.

General Personnel

Supervisor

APPENDIX B
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STATISTICAL TOOLS

The major criteria used in selecting the appropriate
statistical

tools,

in Chapter V,
researcher's

was

needed to test the hypotheses presented
the

level of measurement achieved by

questionnaires.

For all

four questionnaires

the level of measurement achieved was
incorporates

er

ordinal,

the equivalence relationship

greater than relationship
limited himself,

(>).

the

(=)

Consequently,

which only
and the
the research¬

when comparing questionnaire scores,

to nonparametric statistical tests.
For those hypotheses which
set of scores was
another
was

stochastically greater,

(directional hypotheses)

used.

sought to

However,

test whether one
or smaller,

the Mann-Whitney U test

it should be noted that in response to

sample size three different techniques were
tain the desired U value,
calculated U was
In those

in

fact critical.

cases where n^

and

scores being compared,

of the two)

were smaller than eight U was

were

following manner.

First,

with i\2

scores

being the

larger

calculated in

for both n^^

and

combined and algebraically ranked in order of increas¬

ing size.

Once this was

directed toward scores
n^^.

employed to ob¬

and to determine whether the

two sets of

the

than

accomplished,

attention was

found in one of the groups,

then

i.e.,

The actual value of U was obtained by calculating the
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nuinber of times

a score

in n

2

precedes

a score

in n^^.

Having calculated the desired U the exact probability of
such an observed value of U was
tables.
n

2

=

For example,

3 and n^^ =

2

obtained from standard

if a U value of

0 was obtained and

the probability associated with this

value of U would be

.1.

(Refer to accompanying table.)

Table of Probabilities Associated With
• ^
Observed Values of U in The Mann-Whitney U Tesf^

u

1

\

0
1
2
3
4
5

2
.100
.200
. 400
.600

.250
.500
. 750

When n

2

nique was

3
.050
.100
.200
.350
. 500
.650

was between nine

used,

as

the counting procedure described above

becomes quite tedious when
and n

2

and twenty an alternate tech¬

the number of observations

increase beyond eight.

formulas were

In this

case the

in n^^

following

used to calculate U:
n^ (n,+l)

+ -2-

n2(n2+l)
^2

1^2

^

2

~

^2

^For a complete presentation of tables of probabilities
^2—^ see S. Siegel 1965, pp. 271-273.

for
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In the above

formulas

and R

assigned to individual scores
ly.

Furthermore,

values

of

U,

while each

it was

found in n^ and

respective¬

formula produced different

the smaller value which was

test whether the smaller U was
calculating both
was

equaled the sum of the ranks

2

and

in

the

fact obtained,

sought.

To

without

following transformation

used:

U2 = n^n2 Standard tables were
lated U was
tables

in

fact significant.

However,

if the calcu¬

in this

case the

used contained critical values of U given specific

values of n^,
C for tables
.01,

again used to determine

.025,

and selected a levels.

(Refer to Appendix

giving critical values of U for a levels of

.05

and

For tests

.1.)

involving an

larger than twenty the

sampling distribution of U soon approaches
tribution.
tion was

Consequently,

the normal dis¬

the following normal approxima¬

used to obtain an exact probability of a calcu¬

lated U:

Z

With

this

formula it does

used for U,

as only

not matter whether

the sign of

Z would be

or

affected.

To
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obtain the probability associated with a given value of
the Normal

table was

used.

2

The second major statistical
rank correlation coefficient.
used to measure the
had a possible

Z

tool used is

the

Spearman

This particular test was

relationship between two variables

calculated range of +1

rank correlation coefficient r

s

was

to -1.

and

The Spearman

calculated by:

+ Zy^ -d^

where,

^

2

Ex
and E y
represent sum of squares
for ties, and

corrected

2

Ed
represents the sum of differences between
respective rankings for each variable.

To determine whether the
following

test was

calculated r

s

was

significant the

used:

where,
N equals

the total number of observations.

The probability associated with the

calculated t was obtained

3
from the standard t table.

2
3

For a more detailed discussion of the Mann-Whitney U test
see S. Siegel, 1956, pp. 116-127.
For a more detailed discussion of the Spearman rank corre¬
lation coefficient see S. Siegel, 1956, pp. 202-212.
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The

final statistical

tool

used to test

found in Chapter

IV was

pare percentages

associated with

The actual
pothesis
between

analysis was

testing,

the hypotheses

a parametric test designed to com¬
two independent samples.

accomplished through standard hy¬

with the standard error of the difference

the two sample percentages

equal to:

where
N equals the total number of observations
in the two samples,
p^ and p^ are the percentages associated
with each sample,
q^ =

Given this

(1 - Pj^)

and

and ^2

~

” P2^ *

calculation of the standard error a Z value was

obtained by applying the

The normal table was

following formula;

used to obtain the

exact probability
4

associated with the observed difference.

^For a more detailed discussion see R.
144-147.

Ferber,

1949,

pp
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CRITICAL VALUES OF U
FOR a =

9

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

1
3
5
7
9
11
14
16
18
21
23
26
28
31
33
36
38
40

10

1
3
6
8
11
13
16
19
22
24
27
30
33
36
38
41
44
47

11

1
4
7
9
12
15
18
22
25
28
31
34
37
41
44
47
50
53

Table taken from S.

.01

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

2
5
8
11
14
17
21
24
28
31
35
38
42
46
49
53
56
60

0
2
5
9
12
16
20
23
27
31
35
39
43
47
51
55
59
63
67

0
2
6
10
13
17
22
26
30
34
38
43
47
51
56
60
65
69
73

0
3
7
11
15
19
24
28
33
37
42
47
51
56
61
66
70
75
80

0
3
7
12
16
21
26
31
36
41
46
51
56
61
66
71
76
72
87

0
4
8
13
18
23
28
33
38
44
49
55
60
66
71
77
82
77
93

0
4
9
14
19
24
30
36
41
47
53
59
65
70
76
82
88
84
100

1
4
9
15
20
26
32
38
44
50
56
63
69
75
82
88
94
101
107

1
5
10
16
22
28
34
40
47
53
60
67
73
80
87
93
100
107
114

Siegel,

1956, page 275.
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CRITICAL VALUES OF U
FOR a = .025

"2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

19

20

0
2
4
7
10
12
15
17
20
23
26
28
31
34
37
39
42
45
48

0
3
5
8
11
14
17
20
23
26
29
33
36
39
42
45
48
52
55

0
3
6
9
13
16
19
23
26
30
33
37
40
44
47
51
55
58
62

1
4
7
11
14
18
22
26
29
33
37
41
45
49
53
57
61
65
69

1
4
8
12
16
20
24
28
33
37
41
45
50
54
59
63
67
72
76

1
5
9
13
17
22
26
31
36
40
45
50
55
59
64
67
74
78
83

1
5
10
14
19
24
29
34
39
44
49
54
59
64
70
75
80
85
90

1
2
2
2
6
6
7
7
12
11
11
13
15
17
18
19
21
22
24
25
32
26
28
30
34
36
38
31
42
37
45
39
52
42
45
48
47
51
55
58
57
61
65
53
67
72
63
59
64
74
67
78
85
75
80
70
92
75
86
81
99
87
93
81
99 106
86
93
92
99 106 113
98 105 112 119

2
8
13
20
27
34
41
48
55
62
69
76
83
90
98
105
112
119
12 7

Table taken from S. Siegel,

17

1956, page 276.
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CRITICAL VALUES OF U
FOR a = .05

2
9

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

1
3
6
9
12
15
18
21
24
27
30
33
36
39
42
45
48
51
54

10

1
4
7
11
14
17
20
24
27
31
34
37
41
44
48
51
55
58
62

11

1
5
8
12
16
19
23
27
31
34
38
42
46
50
54
57
61
65
69

Table taken from S.

12

2
5
9
13
17
21
26
30
34
38
42
47
51
55
60
64
68
72
77

13

2
6
10
15
19
24
28
33
37
42
47
51
56
61
65
70
75
80
84

15

16

17

2
3
3
3
7
8
9
7
14
12
15
11
20
16
18, 19
21
25
23
26
33
26
28
30
31
33
36
39
42
36
39
45
41
44
51
48
54
57
46
50
64
51
55
60
56
61
65
70
66
77
61
71
72
77
83
66
77
83
71
89
96
77
83
89
82
88
95 102
87
94 101 109
92 100 107 115

Siegel, 1956, page 277.

18

19

20

4
9
16
22
28
35
41
48
55
61
68
75
82
88
95
102
109
116
123

0
4
10
17
23
30
37
44
51
58
65
72
80
87
94
101
109
116
123
130

0
4
11
18
25
32
39
47
54
62
69
77
84
92
100
107
115
123
130
138
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CRITICAL VALUES OF U
FOR a = .1

Table taken from R.C.

Milton,

1964,

page 933
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APPENDIX D

The Machiavellian Construct
The Mach V scale represents a forced-choice, paperand-pencil, measure of the extent to which individuals
agree with Machiavellian precepts.

However, before the

Mach V level of sophistication was reached this measuring
device passed through several developmental stages.
Initially, Christie and his cowarkers selected seven¬
ty-one items based upon Machiavelli's "The Prince" and "The
Discourses" and presented them, in a Likert format, to 1196
college students.

An item analysis of responses indicated

that 50 of the 71 items did disciminate between high and
low scorers on the total scale.
Given this information, and a desire for a shorter
questionnaire,

20 of the most discriminating items were in¬

corporated into the Mach IV scale.

Half of the items used

were worded in such a way that agreeing with them indicated
a pro-Machiavellian direction.

The remaining items were

worded in such a way that disagreeing with them indicated
a pro-Machiavellian direction.

This counter balancing was

introduced to minimize the effects of indiscriminate agree¬
ment or dj-sagreement with items.
Item analysis again indicated that these 20 items did
discriminate betv/een high and low scorers on the total
scale, and that counter balancing did reduce agreement set
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biases.

However, Mach IV scale did not eliminate the unde¬

sirable effect of social desirability upon subject responses.
Therefore,

an attempt was made to reconstruct the Mach

IV scale so as to eliminate the confounding effects of so¬
cial desirability.

In order to,bypass this problem a

forced-choice format was used in the Mach V version of the
Mach IV scale.

The Mach V scale was found not to correlate

with any external measure of social desirability.
At this point it would be worth noting the degree to
which Mach scores were found to correlate with six sub¬
scales on an inventory developed by Wrightsman
measure implicit philosophies of human nature.
and Geis,

1970, page 42.)

Wrightsman's Subscales
Trustworthiness
Altruism
Independence
Strength of Will
Complexity
Variability

(1964)

to

(Christie

The relevant correlations were:

Correlations With Mach
-.67
-.54
-.47
-.38
-.08
+ .08

What is important is that the first four subareas appear
to represent an amplification of Mach precepts.

That is,

they represent behavioral characteristics typically asso¬
ciated with an individual who scores high on the Mach scale.
It should also be noted that actual research results
indicated that subjects classified as high Machs did in
fact demonstrate the predicted behavioral characteristics.
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These results therefore lend further support to both the
predictive and construct validity of the Mach scale.

(For

a more detailed discussion of the Mach scale refer to
Christie and Geis,

1970.)

The Internal-External Construct
Phares

(1957),

in a study of the effects of chance

and skill on expectancies for reinforcement, was the first
to attempt to measure individual differences in generalized
belief in external control of reinforcement.

In order to

measure such differences he constructed, based on a priori
reasoning, a 13 item, Likert type scale.
improve upon Phares'
it to 26 items.

In an effort to

simplistic scale James

However,

(1957)

expanded

this new scale was still organ¬

ized around a Likert type format.
A third phase of scale development occurred when
Rotter,

Seeman, and Liverant constructed related subscales

in such areas as achievement, affection, and general social
and political attitudes.
format was used.

In each case,

a forced-choice

In its earliest form their total question¬

naire was composed of 100 items, with each item comparing
an internal and external belief.

After collected responses

were item analyzed it was reduced to those 60 items which
best discriminated between high and low scorers on the total
scale.

It was also found' that subscales were not producing

independent results.

Consequently, no further attempt was
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made to measure specific subareas of internal-external con¬
trol of reinforcement.
Further purification and reduction of these 60 items
was undertaken by Liverant, Rotter, and Crowne.

Partial

impetus behind this effort was an observed high correlation
between responses in the 60 item scale and the MarloweCrowne Social Desirability Scale.

There was also a desire

to produce a shorter scale which could be effectively used
with noncollege subjects.

The final version of the I-E

scale was a 29 item, forced-choice questionnaire, and had
a near zero correlation with the Marlowe-Crowne Social De¬
sirability Scale.

(For a more detailed discussion of the

I-E scale and its development refer to Rotter, 1966.)

Job Satisfaction Index
Brayfield and Rothe

(1951)

in an attempt to measure

job satisfaction developed an 18 item scale which they be¬
lieved would

(a) measure overall job satisfaction rather

than specific aspects of job satisfaction,
able to a wide variety of jobs,
tions in attitudes,

(d)

(c) be sensitive to varia¬

stimulate cooperation from both

management and employees,
and

(b) be applic¬

(e)

be both reliable and valid,

(f) be brief and easy to score.

The scale itself de¬

veloped out of a class project in Personnel Psychology for
members of an Army Specialized Training Program.
Approximately 1,075 statements were originally used.
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a nuinber subsequently edited and reduced by the researchers
to 246.

At this point, statements were independently

judged by members of ASTP, with 18 items finally selected
on the basis of Q values

(less than 2.00), lack of refer¬

ence to specific jobs, and lack_of social desirability.

Reliability:
JSI was administered to 271 female subjects and pro¬
duced a sample range of 35 - 87

(possible range is 5 - 90).

The mean score was 63.8 with an S.D. of 9.4.

An odd-even

produced moment reliability coefficient of .77 was com¬
puted for this sample, which when corrected by the Spear¬
man-Brown formula was adjusted to .87.
liability was considered acceptable.

This level of re¬
Similar results were

obtained by Brayfield, Wells, and Strate
tained a reliability coefficient of

(1957).

They ob¬

.90 for responses

given by 41 male subjects, and a reliability coefficient
of .78 for responses given by 52 female subjects.

Validity:
In an attempt to measure the validity of the Job Sat¬
isfaction Index, Brayfield and Rothe compared scores of
students, in their Personnel Psychology courses, who could
be characterized occupationally as filling personnel or non
personnel positions.

They assumed that individuals perform

ing in an occupational position consistent with their inter
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ests would experience greater satisfaction than individuals
performing in an occupational position inconsistent with
their

interests.

students
sonnel

Brayfield and Rothe

further assumed that

taking their courses were interested in the per¬

area.

The

researchers

found that the mean satisfaction score

for the personnel group
satisfaction score
difference was

(76.5)

was greater than the mean

for the nonpersonnel group

(65.4).

statistically significant at p £

supported the researchers'

prediction.

The

.01 and

Brayfield and Rothe

also found their index to be positively correlated

(.95)

with the Hoppock satisfaction blank.
It should also be noted that Brayfield,
Strate

(1957)

found that responses

Job Satisfaction
their responses

and

subjects on the

Index were positively correlated with
on

the Rundquist-Sletto Morale Scale

the Weitz Test of General
ence Research Associate
efficients

of male

Wells

Statisfaction

Inventory

(.32)

(.40).

for female subjects were both

(.49),

and the Sci¬

Correlation co¬
lower and nonsig¬

nificant.

The Structuredness

Index

The structuredness

index used in this

posed of six semantic differentials
continue

used by Lawrence

and Lorsch

intraorganizational difference
tion,

study

is

com¬

similar to the five
(1967-68)

to measure

in structuredness.

the theory and/or research of Hall

In addi¬

(1962-63 and 1963-
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64),

Burns

used as

and Stalker

(1969)

and Litwak

supplementary references

(1961-62)

in the attempt

were

to con¬

struct a scale capable of measuring the degree of depart¬
mental structure present within a particular unit.
Of the six semantic differentials
externally oriented.
ing structural

This

continuum,

used,

only one was

instead of measur¬

characteristics within the department,

attempted to measure the stability of environmental
acteristics

char¬

outside the department but with which depart¬

mental members

interacted.

The

argument

for its

inclusion

centered around the belief that both internal and external
variables

had to be considered if an accurate measure of

the total work environment were
portant point is

that individuals

ment interact with both the
ment.

to be obtained.

Consequently,

performing

internal

im¬

in a depart¬

and external environ¬

to consider one without the other

would produce only incompelte information.
detailed statement of this
page 26.)

The

(For a more

argument refer to Chapter II,

